GRIP Discipleship
Fall 2020

When my heart is gripped by God’s hands…
“Father, into Your hands I commit My spirit.” (Luke 23:46)

then my hands will do what’s on God’s heart!
“I always do the things that are pleasing to Him.” (John 8:29)

Fall Dates: 8/31

9/14

10/5

10/26

11/16 12/7

My GRIP Commitment
I am willing to take ownership of my spiritual growth by


watching the 'Introduction to GRIP' video. I understand and
agree to the commitment.



pursuing God with unhurried times alone with Him, including
journaling, at least 5 days/week



deliberately pursuing the action points God puts on my heart



attending the GRIP gatherings (once every 3 weeks)
8/31 9/14 10/5 10/26 11/16 12/7



setting aside 4-6 hrs for a personal retreat to listen to God
about some life action points

I am ready to commit myself to the spiritual success of one
other man by


meeting with my GRIP partner at least once between each
large gathering for the purpose of encouragement, challenge,
accountability, and prayer



doing my part to build up the men in my small group

My sharing during small group times will be
Real (authentic, “no bologna zone”)
Focused (on topic)
Brief (so others can share too)
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Men Need a Plan
GRIP is a word that brings to mind a tight hold. God’s in the business
of getting a tight hold on our heart – transforming it and conforming it
– so it becomes more and more like Jesus’ heart. As God grips our
heart, we increasingly value the things that God values. Loving Him
and loving others is at the Core of God’s heart.
As He grips our heart, God calls each of us to leverage our lives for His
Kingdom. We at Focused Living believe that each Christ-following
man can be leveraging his life towards at least one other man on an
ongoing basis. For many of us, it’s the start of making Christ’s last
command - make disciples - our first concern. So, who is your man
and what is your plan?
Who might God be calling you to walk alongside in this next season of
your life? What potentially FATR man (Faithful, Available,
Teachable, Reproducible) has God sovereignly placed in your circle
(Church, Small Group, Ministry Team, Focused Living Men’s Forum,
etc)? Can you envision making yourself accessible to him, and finding
a way to intentionally spur one another on toward maturity in Christ?
Figure A on the next page illustrates the variety of GRIP partnerships.
Some GRIP pairings are between a spiritually more mature man
(“Paul”) and a newer believer (“Timothy”). Other pairings are
characterized by a mutual spiritual relationship like the Biblical
example of “Barnabas and Paul” or “Onesiphorus & Paul” as they
mutually strengthened each other’s hands. As a man progresses in his
walk with Jesus, we strongly encourage the whole spectrum of
intentional spiritual relationships in his life:
 Timothy – a man you are intentionally leading in discipleship
 Barnabas / Onesiphorus - a mutual relationship of intentionally
spurring each other on
 Paul – a man who is intentionally discipling, mentoring, or
coaching you.
The key word in all of these kind of relationships is intentionality.
Disciplers are intentional!
Figure B on the following page reflects the mindset of intentionally
“moving a man to the right.” Followers become Disicplers and
Disciplers become Leaders and Leaders grow in their domain of
influence and become Kingdom Builders. In all of these stages,
spiritual maturity is marked by bringing others along with us.
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Pursue a

PAUL

I Cor 11:1
II Tim 2:1-6

Become a
BARNABAS

Become an
ONESIPHORUS

Acts 9:26-27;
13:2, 42 (16x)

II Tim 1:15-18

YOU

Encourage
Challenge
Pray

Teach/Train a

TIMOTHY

Acts 16:1; Phil 1:1;
Col 1:1; I Thes 1:1;
I Tim 1:2; 4:6-16;
II Tim 2:1-6

Figure A
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Moving Men to the Right

Figure B
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Once I have a man, now what? How do I actually ‘walk alongside’
him in his spiritual journey? Without a plan, discipleship rarely moves
from intention to reality. There are so many other things, often good
things, vying for our time and energy. It's so easy to get distracted
from that pursuit of investing in another man for spiritual growth and
maturity. So, having some set of tracks is essential to not only starting
the discipleship relationship, but fueling it forward.
GRIP is one set of tracks to assist you in your disciple-making efforts.
It’s not the only way. We don’t even claim it’s the best way. But, our
way of doing it is better than your way of not doing it . So, if you
haven’t landed on a way to intentionally relate to other men for the
purpose of spiritual maturity and see them, in turn, multiply into other
men, then we invite you to experience GRIP.
Bottom line: We know you have a lot of moving parts in your life. We
feel called by God to champion you as a discipler and help you
prioritize your obedience to the Great Commission reflected by
investing in one other man!
The purpose of these pages that follow is to summarize GRIP
discipleship. We want each man to enter in with his eyes wide open.
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The Big Picture of GRIP
In Him we have redemption through His blood, the
forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches of His
grace which He lavished on us. Ephesians 1:7-8
“I am the vine, you are the branches; he who abides in Me
and I in him, he bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can
do nothing. John 15:5
discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness… in speech,
conduct, love, faith and purity, show yourself an example of
those who believe... Take pains with these things… so that
your progress will be evident to all. 1Timothy 4:7-15
As we soak in the reality of God’s love and grace lavished on us, our
love and affection for Him grows. We increasingly desire to put
ourselves in a position, through abiding and through discipline, to let
God GRIP our heart and conform us to Jesus.
Each season of GRIP discipleship emphasizes 3 core rhythms that
position us for growth:

Meeting with God - Regular unhurried time alone with God in
His Word and prayer, abiding in His love and cultivating a heart
that delights in obedience.

Brother to Brother – Regularly meet with at least one other
brother where encouragement, challenge, and prayer can happen.

Action Points - Identify and pursue a few personal growth
action points to align myself with God’s desire for the Key
Relationships and Key Resources in my life.
Some men participating in GRIP are a long way down the road to
owning these three core rhythms. Others have been exposed to them,
and perhaps have practiced them for short seasons in their past, but
their lives are not currently characterized by them. For several men,
these will be brand new practices. Our prayer is that this GRIP season
will help you own these three rhythms, and that you will pass them on
to other men as well.
Here’s a brief overview of how these 3 core rhythms will specifically
be incorporated into this GRIP season.
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Rhythm #1 Meeting with God
“The first great and primary business to which I ought to
attend every day was to have my soul happy in the Lord.”
George Mueller, May 1841 diary entry.
Apart from daily reading God’s Word with a posture to know Him,
love Him and obey Him, it’s highly unlikely that a man will ever be a
vibrant disciple, let alone a disciple maker.
God has graciously given us His special revelation in the Bible (2Tim
3:16). It’s the ONLY source where you can learn God’s character,
learn God’s Gospel, and learn who you are in Christ. As we read the
Scriptures, they read us (Heb 4:12). The Holy Spirit, who resides in each
believer and mediates the presence of Christ to us, ministers the Word
to us as we read and reflect. He corrects our wrong thinking; He
convicts us of sin; He reminds us of God’s promises; He speaks
courage to our heart; He makes our heart happy in the Lord! Why not
make this season of GRIP discipleship your “stake in the ground” for
personally owning the practice of regular unhurried time alone with
God in His Word every day?

Bible Reading Plan Every Christ-following man needs to “feed
himself” from God’s Word. This GRIP guide will help you be in
God’s Word at least 5 X per week.
Warning: If you already have a robust daily Bible reading plan, don’t
attempt to “add” the GRIP reading plan on top of that. Either set aside
your plan for the GRIP season, OR read and journal from your plan
while also journaling 1 day per week from the GRIP reading plan.

Journaling Reading God’s Word is a necessary start. But reading is
not the same as meeting with God. Our goal in reading is communion
with God and application of what He presses into our hearts. So, we
will encourage you to process and respond to what you read by
journaling. This looks different for each man. If you are new to
journaling, try writing out a prayer of response after your time in the
Word. On the next page you’ll find templates that may help guide your
journaling. We’ll also provide a few “prime the pump” questions for
each Bible passage.

Passing On To seal in God’s Word, we want each man to regularly
“pass on” one aspect of his time in God’s Word with his family, GRIP
partner, or someone else in his life. EXPRESS what God has
IMPRESSED on your heart and mind.
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Ways to Process the Word
Below are a few approaches to help guide your times alone with God.
Experiment with these and find a way that is most meaningful to you.
Remember, the goal is to commune with Him. Ask, “Lord, I’m
listening. How do You want to grip my heart today?”

Approach 1

WHO, WHAT, SO WHAT, NOW WHAT
WHO are you addressing?
Always start your time in prayer with a reverent recognition that you
are coming into the presence of your Eternal Father and Gracious Lord!
WHAT is God saying?
Slowly read the passage 2X as if you were there. Feel the emotions;
sense the relationships; smell the surroundings; hear the crowds. What
did this mean to the original audience? Record insights, phrases,
commands & promises that stand out.
SO WHAT is God saying to you?
Stop to reflect and listen. What does it mean to you? What most
grabbed your attention, stirred your mind or gripped your heart? Why?
NOW WHAT is God asking you to do?
What will you do with the truth God has illumined to you? Write out a
short, heartfelt prayer to the Lord in response to this time with Him.

Approach 2

God and Me
God - As I read your Word today, what is it that You want me to learn
and appreciate about You? (i.e., your character, your works, your ways)

Me - And what is it that You want me to learn today about myself and
living as Your disciple?
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Approach 3

Sacred Reading
This method of processing God’s Word is especially useful when
reading a very short passage of scripture.
READ Gently read, listening with the ears of your heart.
MEDITATE Slowly reread the passage. Note any word or phrase that
draws your attention…or that “sparkles”. Repeat the word or phrase
that has chosen you, asking God, “What do you want me to learn from
this today?” Ask your heart, “Why this word, why here, why now?
PRAY Read the passage a third time and savor it. Let it move you to
place yourself before the One who has invited you to intimate dialogue.
“Lord, how are you inviting me to respond?” Speak from your heart.
CONTEMPLATE/REST Review the text one more time. Sit quietly.
Let the Holy Spirit speak to your heart. Let go of the text (mentally)
and simply rest in God. As the fragrance of God’s Word fills you,
enjoy the sweetness of communion with the God of the scriptures.

Approach 4

2 Timothy 3:16 Pattern

 Roger Dye: Adapted by Perry Bowers with permission

“All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for
reproof, for correction, for training in righteousness; so that the man
of God may be adequate, equipped for every good work.”
God teaches me? [Are there any truths You want me to know,
promises to believe, or commands to obey?]
God reproves me? [What sinful words, motives, actions or attitudes do
You want me to confess to experience Your grace yet again?]
God corrects me? [Where are You asking me to change my heart,
break a habit or develop a discipline?]
God trains me in righteousness? [Where are You asking me to
exercise my faith or to extend forgiveness and grace?]
God equips me for His work? [What skills do You want me to learn,
spiritual gifts You want me to develop or ways You want me to serve?]
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Details of the Bible Reading Plan
Fall 2020
SECTION 1
Philippians
(2 weeks)
Week 1 08/31
Day 1 Scripture Memory: Philippians 2:3-4
Day 2 Philippians 1:1-11
Day 3 Philippians 1:12-30
Day 4 Philippians 2:1-11
Day 5 Philippians 2:12-18
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Week 2 09/07
Day 1 Philippians 2:19-30
Day 2 Philippians 3:1-14
Day 3 Philippians 3:15-21
Day 4 Philippians 4:1-9
Day 5 Philippians 4:10-23

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Met with GRIP partner since last GRIP gathering


Ready to attend GRIP Gathering #2 on September 14, 2020
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SECTION 2
Key Relationships & Resources
(3 weeks)
Week 1 09/14 Listening to God about my Key Relationships

Day 1 God
Malachi 1:6-14
Day 2 Wife (Family)
1 Peter 2:21-25; 3:7-12
Day 3 Children (Family) Joshua 4:1-8; 20-24
Day 4 Disciple
1 Samuel 23:15-18
Day 5 Friend
Romans 9:1-5; 10:1-3
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Week 2 09/21 Listening to God about my Key Resources
Day 1 Heart
Hebrews 3:7-15
Day 2 Time
Psalm 39:4-5; Ephesians 5:15-17
Day 3 Health
Mark 6:30-32; Exodus 31:12-18
Day 4 Wealth
Luke 12:13-21; Hebrews 13:5-6
Day 5 Vocation
Psalm 100:2; Romans 7:6;
Galatians 5:13; 1Cor 12:12-26
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*PERSONAL RETREAT (~4 Hours)

Week 3 09/28 Overflow
Day 1 Ephesians 3:14-21
Day 2 John 15:1-17
Day 3 1 Timothy 4:7-16
Day 4 Digging Deeper: Overflow
Day 5 Retreat Summary - Key 3 Action Points
 Completed my personal retreat
 Identified my Key 3 Action Points and have shared these
with my GRIP partner (grip.focusedliving.com WebApp)
 Met with GRIP partner since last GRIP gathering


Ready to attend GRIP Gathering #3 on October 5, 2020.
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SECTION 3
Prospering My Key Relationships
(3 weeks)

Week 1 10/05 Valuing Others as God Values Them
Day 1 Genesis 1:26-27; 2:7; James 3: 8-10; Psalm 139:13-16
Day 2 1Peter 1:17-19; Eph 1:7-8a; Ps 18:19; John 3:16;
Luke 15:4-7
Day 3 Phil 3:8; 2Cor 5:14-15; Phil 1:6-8; Phil 2:3; 1Thes 2:5-8;
1Sam 18:1-4;
Day 4 Digging Deeper: Valuing Others
Day 5 Review Day
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Week 2 10/12 Devoted to Prayer
Day 1 Col 4:2; 12-13; Eph 6:18-20; 1Pet 4:7; James 5:13-18
Day 2 John 14:3; 16:24; Matt 6:5-6; Luke 18:1-8; Matt 7:7-11;
Mark 1:35; Luke 5;16; Phil 4:6-7
Day 3 Matthew 6:7-15
Day 4 Col 1:9-14; Eph 1:15-19; 3John 2; Bonus: Acts 4:23-31
Day 5 Review Day
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Week 3 10/19 Walking in Humility
Day 1 Phil 2:6-8; Matt 11:28-30; Matt 26:39; John 13:1-17
Day 2 Matt 5:3,5; 7:3-5; 18:1-4; 20:20-28; 23:6-11;
Bonus: Luke 18:9-14
Day 3 Booklet “From Pride to Humility”
Day 4 Booklet “From Pride to Humility”
Day 5 Booklet “From Pride to Humility”
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Met with GRIP partner since last GRIP gathering
 Made progress on Action Points


Ready to attend GRIP Gathering #4 on October 26, 2020
(This gathering will be an independent team gathering. Each
team will decide where to meet and what to eat.)
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SECTION 4
Prospering My Key Relationships
(3 weeks)

Week 1 10/26 Being Quick to Listen
Day 1 Deut 6:1-5; Mark 4:3,9, 20; Matt 17:1-8 (esp vs 5) ;
John 10:27
Day 2 1Sam 3:10; Acts 10:33; Luke 6:46-49;
Gen 22:1-3, 10-12; Luke 10:38-42
Day 3 Prov 17:27,28; 18:13; James 1:19
Day 4 1Sam 25:21-26, 32-35
Day 5 Review Day
---------------------------------------------------Week 2 11/02 Encouraging Others with My Words
Day 1 Prov 18:21; James 3:2-6; Psalm 141:3
Day 2 Eph 4:29; Col 4:6; 1Thes 5:11; Prov 12:18;
15:1,4; 16:24;
Day 3 Writing a letter to your loved one
Day 4 Writing a letter to your loved one
Day 5 Review Day
---------------------------------------------------Week 3 11/09 Taking the Lead as a Peace Maker
Day 1 Luke 6:27-36; Gal 5:19-26
Day 2 Psalm 23:3; 37:1-6; Romans 12:1-2,17-21; 1Thes 2:12
Day 3 Matt 7:3-5; 1Tim 1:15; 1John 1:8,9
Day 4 2Tim 2:24-26; Prov 19:11; Gal 6:1-2; 1Tim 1:15
Day 5 Matt 5:23-24; 6:12; 7:12; Eph 4:1, 29-32;
 Met with GRIP partner since last GRIP gathering
 Made progress on my Key 3 Action Points
 Ready to attend GRIP Gathering #5 on November 16, 2020
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SECTION 5
2 Timothy
(3 weeks)
Week 1 11/16
Day 1 Scripture Memory: 2 Timothy 2:22
Day 2 2 Timothy 1:1-12
Day 3 2 Timothy 1:13-18
Day 4 2 Timothy 2:1-13
Day 5 2 Timothy 2:14-26
---------------------------------------------------Week 2 11/23
Day 1 2 Timothy 3:1-12
Day 2 2 Timothy 3:13-17
Day 3 2 Timothy 4:1-8
Day 4 2 Timothy 4:9-22
Day 5 Catch Up / Review Day
---------------------------------------------------Week 3 11/30
Day 1 Looking Back: Loving God Better - Matt 22:37-40;
John 14:21-24
Day 2 Looking Back: Loving Others Better - John 13:35;
1Tim 4:12,15
Day 3 Looking Back: Loving Others Better - Gal 2:20;
Col 3:12-14
Day 4 Looking Ahead: My Plan for Being in God’s Word
Heb 5:11-14; 1Peter 2:2; Ps 119:9-16
Day 5 Looking Ahead: Action Points and Discipling
Proverbs 16:1-3, 9

 Met with GRIP partner since last GRIP gathering
 Made progress on my Key 3 Action Points


Ready to attend GRIP Gathering #6 on December 7, 2020
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GRIP Scripture Memory
“You shall impress these words of mine on your heart and
on your soul… You shall teach them to your sons…”
Deuteronomy 11:18,19
Throughout this season of GRIP discipleship, you will be hiding God’s
Word in your heart through scripture memory. You’ll memorize whole
verses, portions of verses and phrases that capture Biblical truth. The
next page lists all of the truths we will be meditating on this fall. These
will also be printed on the section tab. Each of these “truths to live by”
will inspire you to love the people God has soveriegnly placed in your
life, beginning with your family.
For many of us, it has been a long time since we committed anything to
memory! We get it. GRIP is fueled by grace. Give yourself fully to
the task, and God will be glorified and you will see growth. Use the
Bible version with which you feel most comfortable. (In this guide, we
will present the verses in the New American Standard version NASB.)
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Truths to Live By This Fall
Philippians 2:3-4
Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility
of mind regard one another as more important than yourselves;
do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but also
for the interests of others.

Psalm 23:5c
My cup overflows
Genesis 1:26-27; Ephesians 1:7
Summary Truth: Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
Colossians 4:2
Devote yourself to prayer

Matthew 11:28-30; Galatians 2:20
Summary Truth: The humble Christ lives in me
James 1:19
Be quick to listen, slow to speak
Colossians 4:6
Let your speech be with grace

Matthew 5:9
Blessed are the peacemakers

2Timothy 2:22
Now flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith,
love and peace, with those who call on the Lord from a pure
heart.
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Rhythm #2  Brother to Brother
So, our first GRIP rhythm is “meeting with God”. The second GRIP
rhythm is “brother to brother”. In many facets of men’s lives,
community is a given. Men hunt together, play & watch sports
together, work out together, do home improvement projects together,
serve together, etc. However, when it comes to the Christian journey,
many men have never learned how to do this together. It’s clear from
the Bible that the life God calls us to is a life in community. There’s
the assumption that we will be walking this journey together.
Christianity is a team sport. No contact, no impact. We must give at
least a few men access to our everyday lives.
And He appointed twelve, so that they would be with Him
(Mk 3:14)…that I may be encouraged together with
you…each of us by the other’s faith (Rom 1:12)…my brother
and fellow worker and fellow soldier (Phil 2:25)…Bear one
another’s burdens (Gal 6:2)…Encourage one another day
after day (Heb 3:13)…Be imitators of me, just as I also am of
Christ (1Cor 11:1)…walk according to the pattern you have in
us (Phil 3:17) …pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace,
with those who call on the Lord from a pure heart (2Tim 2:22).

Meet between large GRIP gatherings The backbone of GRIP is
the face to face meeting of GRIP partners where they encourage,
challenge, and pray for each other. Since the rhythm of GRIP large
gatherings is every three weeks, we expect that each GRIP partnership
(pairing/triad) will meet face to face at least once between large
gatherings. The most successful GRIP partnerships find a way to
connect every week. Weekly phone calls also go along way.

Share Action Points During the first month or so of GRIP you will
have chosen “3 Key” action points. Here’s the sense behind action
points: “God’s calling me to get traction in these areas and with His
help I expect to make progress over the course of this season of
discipleship.” It’s vital that you share your action points with your
GRIP partner. In fact, discussing them may help you further refine
them. Our WebApp makes sharing these easy: Grip.focusedliving.com.
Once shared, you and your partner can strengthen each other’s hands to
follow through. Each action point can become an accountability
question that your GRIP partner can ask you.
Pray With your GRIP partner’s action points in hand, now you have
specific ways to lift each other up in prayer. Make it a habit of praying
for each other every time you meet.
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What To Do When We Meet as GRIP Partners?
No contact, no impact! There is no substitute for
meeting nose to nose at least every other week to
assess God’s current grip on our heart. Weekly is
best. This face to face time could be while
working side by side on a project, driving to a
ministry appointment, enjoying some recreation,
taking a prayer walk, sharing a meal together,
etc. How you get together is totally up to you. It
will probably be dictated by convenience and the
rhythm of your lives. Just think of how many
different situations, places, and times Jesus met
His disciples! For those first disciples, class was
always in session!
A conversation is an organic process. Most of the time it’s natural to
start a conversation with some small talk. Frequently there is a “hot off
the press” situation or event that begs some attention. Any meaningful
conversation between friends includes these facets. As GRIP partners,
we want you to deliberately add a few more elements to the typical
conversation.
 Pass On Word – Make it a habit to pass on one truth or insight
that God has recently impressed on your heart. What’s God been
impressing on you from His Word? Having your GRIP Guide
journal handy when you meet will be helpful.
 Accountability – Since the main purpose of GRIP is to help each
other make progress in our spiritual journey so we can love others
better, it’s wise to give each other permission to poke to see how
we are really doing. With your partner’s Action Point list (“Key
3”) at hand, ask questions like, What progress did you make on
your action steps? What did you do well? What can you
improve? Listen, encourage, challenge, celebrate.
 Pray – No prayer…no power! Always set aside some minutes to
pray for each other in both successes and failures. If you meet for
lunch, why not take a short prayer walk and pray in what you have
just discussed.
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Rhythm #3 Action Points
The third GRIP rhythm is identifying and pursuing a few “Action
Points” that God will use to get an even better grip on our hearts. Early
on in this GRIP discipleship season, we are asking you to set aside a
four(4) hour block of time for a personal retreat to hear from God.
For some, this extended time with God will be new and unfamiliar. No
worries! We’ll help. We have a whole section in the GRIP Guide to
assist you. One result of this extended time of listening to God will be
a short list of “Action Points” that God has put on your heart.

Listen and Reflect As you slow down in God’s presence to consider
your life, we will provide a grid to help you think through the KEY
RELATIONSHIPS and the KEY RESOURCES God has given you.
Key Relationships

Key Resources

We use the 5 fingers of a hand to represent these Key Relationships and
Key Resources. An action point is the answer to this question: As I
abide in Christ, what action can I pursue to better align myself with
God’s desire for this Key Relationship or this Key Resource?
It won’t take much pondering before you are aware of areas that need
growth: attitudes, character areas, disciplines, sin habits, intentions
never acted upon, etc.

Write Down Your “Key 3” Action Points As a result of this
reflective time, you will write down a few action points. These actions
points represent specific ways to obey God in this season of your life.
Each action point pursued will, directly or indirectly, lead you to better
love God and better love others in your life. We suggest that you
choose no more than 3 action points to focus on during the season.
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My HAND: Key Relationships
We have chosen the ‘Hand’ graphic because it is a useful way to
visualize God’s grip on our heart in order to live out His priorities as
God’s hands. In Matthew 22:34-40 Jesus teaches that the two greatest
commands are to love God and love others. The thumb pointing
upward represents our vertical love relationship with the Father.
Likewise, the other four fingers pointing horizontally represent the
priority relationships in which the Lord has called us to invest His love.
The fingers on the HAND become a simple way to bring focus to our
living and to bring our hearts more in line with what God values.
Discipleship, then, is helping each other grow to become disciplined in
living the relationships God values in the power of the Holy Spirit.
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Depending on your season of life, God will call you to prioritize
slightly different relationships. The Thumb (God), Ring (Believer) and
Pinky (Unbeliever) fingers are non-negotiable relationships central to
your life as a Christ-follower. The Pointer and Middle fingers represent
family or family-like relationships. These vary from person to person
and even vary in different seasons of life. If you are married, the
Pointer finger (Wife) is non-negotiable, as is the Middle finger
(Children) if you have children still living under your roof. Again,
these are starting points for focusing your relational investments in this
season of your life. Other examples of Key Relationships might be girl
friend, fiancé, siblings, aging parents, nieces, nephews, grandkids,
roommate, etc.
One way to get a jump on GRIP is to answer this question: In this
season of my life, who are my Key HAND Relationships?
Write their names on the graphic below.

My HAND Relationships
in this season of my life
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My HAND: Key Resources
Most of us don’t need convincing that these Hand relationships are
Biblical, non-negotiable priorities of the Father. Though relationships
are primary on God’s heart, He has also given us stewardship over
some key resources as well. Specifically, he wants us to manage our
heart, our time, our health, our wealth, and our vocation. God’s
design is that our good stewardship of these resources will help us keep
a good grip on our key relationships.
However, we have an enemy who longs to see us fail. When one or
more of these resource areas is out of alignment or neglected as to
become unhealthy, then we start losing our grip on one or more of our
key relationships. Wise GRIP partners will periodically help each other
to examine these stewardship areas, especially if any key relationships
seem to be stalled.
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Here are a few examples of how poor stewardship of our Key
Resources can have an adverse affect on our Key Relationships







If I am giving in to the temptation of porn (HEART) then the
authenticity of my relationship with GOD and with my WIFE will
suffer.
If I am serving my church in 4 different ministries (TIME
/VOCATION) then my relationship with my CHILDREN may
suffer.
If maintaining my material stuff (WEALTH) takes up my
weekends, then I will probably miss opportunities to relate with
my FRIENDS who are far from God.
If my diet and exercise habits are sloppy (HEALTH), then I will
lack energy to apply to all of the relationship areas.
If my family is in debt and not living on a budget (WEALTH),
then the stress level will go through the roof and hamper all my
FAMILY relationships.
If I hate my job (VOCATION), then I have little emotional margin
to DISCIPLE another man until I figure out my job satisfaction
issue.

Our stewardship of our Key Resources impacts, positively or
negatively, the health of our Key Relationships. Each of our growth
Action Points will somehow relate to the Key Relationship Hand or the
Key Resource Hand.
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Evaluating the Season
When a man finishes a season of discipleship, how does
he know if it was a success? The bottom-line is that
success in discipleship is measured in love.
The man who loves his Lord better and
loves the people in his circle
better had a successful season!
Yes, we hope that you…
o feel closer to God
o establish your rhythm of
meeting with God in His Word
o make progress in your action steps
o experience your faith in Christ truly strengthened
o catch the vision for investing in one man per year
But here is a scary fact. It is possible to experience all of these without
growing in your love for God and others! Jesus was very clear that love
is our measuring stick for growth and maturity.
“‘You shall love the Lord your God will all your heart, and with all
your soul, [and with all your might] and with all your mind. This is the
great and foremost commandment. The second is like it, ‘You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.’” (Mt 22:37-40; Dt 6:5-6)
In Jesus’ economy, loving and serving others - out of a heart which is
overwhelmed with God’s love - is the goal of discipleship. How do I
know if I’m loving God better and loving others better than when I
started? Well, here are two questions to ponder throughout this season:
o
o

Am I quicker to obey God and do life His way? (John 14:21-24)
Am I more active in taking the initiative, acting sacrificially,
and meeting the real needs of people in my life? (1John 4:10)

Heavenly Father, would You grant me, according to the
riches of Your glory, to come to a fuller realization of who I
am in Christ – chosen, redeemed, forgiven, adopted, holy,
and beloved! May You occupy the first place in my life. And
overwhelmed with Your grace and love lavished on me in
Christ, may I increasingly put on a heart of compassion,
kindness, humility, gentleness, patience, forgiveness and
love. May those closest to me see the difference! May I truly
live a life worth imitating.
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Ready?
So, there you have it. GRIP is a vehicle to guide your spiritual journey
with another man for a season. After reading this GRIP Introduction,
we encourage you to discuss questions, concerns, fears, details with
your potential GRIP partner.
 What will each of you say “NO” to in order to say “YES” to
walking the spiritual journey together?
 How do each of you envision your Key Relationships improving if
you allowed God to really GRIP your heart?
 How will GRIP add value to your current involvement in your
local church? In your Focused Living forum?
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Philippians
The first two weeks of your Bible reading during this GRIP
discipleship season will be in Philippians. We want you to get traction
with this first rhythm of meeting with God over His Word.
For more detailed background information on this, or any, Bible book,
consult a study Bible. You can also view the video from The Bible
Project introducing this Bible book. Go to Focused Living’s YouTube
channel under ‘GRIP FALL 2020’ playlist to view these videos.
Author: The Apostle Paul wrote this letter to the Christians in Philippi.
The church in Philippi was started by Paul and Silas on Paul’s second
missionary journey and therefore was near and dear to Paul’s heart. The
tone of the letter is very pastoral and it shows the heartfelt concern and
care Paul has for his fellow believers and for their spiritual growth.
Date: Philippians is believed to have been written around A.D. 60-62.
Paul was under house arrest in Rome awaiting a hearing before Caesar
on charges of desecrating the temple in Jerusalem by bringing Gentiles
into temple precincts reserved for Jews.
Audience: Paul is writing to the Christians in Philippi (modern day
Greece) who were predominately Romans and Greeks. When Paul
would visit a new city in order to preach the gospel, he would typically
start at the Jewish synagogue. Philippi didn’t have a Jewish synagogue
suggesting that there wasn’t much of a Jewish presence in the city. So
Paul visited a prayer meeting on the riverbank where he met Lydia and
others who opened their hearts to the gospel. Philippi was the first city
in present-day Europe where Paul established a church.
Purpose: It seems that Paul had several purposes in writing this letter.
(1) to tell them that Epaphroditus had recovered from a serious illness;
(2) to encourage them in their faith; (3) to assure them that he was still
in good spirits; and (4) to thank them for their continued support.
One recurring theme we see in this letter is a call to unity in the church.
Unity as believers on mission for the gospel, living with a selfless
attitude, having a mind to serve others.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Scripture Memory: Look up the
following verse(s) in your own Bible. Slowly
read the words a few times. Scan the
surrounding verses to understand the context.
How does this truth apply to me? Try writing
it out from memory. Finally, personalize this
verse by praying it back to God.

Philippians 2:3-4
Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility
of mind regard one another as more important than yourselves;
do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but also
for the interests of others.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
* We recommend reading the intro to Philippians on page 27 and
viewing the Bible Project book summary of Philippians on the FLM
YouTube channel under the ‘GRIP FALL 2020’ playlist.

Philippians 1:1-11
Review the questions below, then open
the Word and read the passage. Journal
your insights. (Pages 9-10 offer some
ways to process a scripture passage.
Find a way that is meaningful to you.)
Respond to the truth that most fuels
your soul by writing a prayer to the
Lord.
Paul prays for specific qualities in the Philippian believers (:9-11).
Where can I see these qualities growing in my life? Is my love for
others overflowing more and more? Am I growing in understanding
and knowledge? Am I living a pure and blameless life? Am I
experiencing spiritual fruit in my life? According to verse 6, God is
continually working to mold and chisel me more into Christlikeness.
In what area of my life do I sense God is wanting to “do work”
during this season of Grip? What can I do this fall to embrace the
“chiseling” on me?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Philippians 1:12-30
What two things resulted from Paul’s
imprisonment (:12, 14)? What is my
typical response when unfair
circumstances happen in my life (:1819)? Paul was convinced that God was
using his life, even in prison, to help
others grow in their faith (:25). In
which key relationship (wife, kids,
believing friend, unbelieving friend) is God wanting to use me to help
them grow in their faith?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Philippians 2:1-11
In which key relationship is God urging
me to show humility and be more
concerned with their interests above my
own (:3-4)? Humility is not a lowly
feeling, it is an attitude valuing what
God wants and what others need as
more important than what I want or
need (:3-8). What rights did Jesus give
up or set aside as the Lord Creator of the universe in order to become
a servant to others? The motivation for Christ’s humility was that of
obedience (:8). Where is God calling me to be obedient?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Philippians 2:12-18
“Work out your own salvation” (:12).
Paul isn’t saying to work to earn your
salvation, as that would contradict the
whole of Paul’s gospel. But he is
calling the Philippian believers to put
forth real effort into their spiritual
growth. How do I feel about my
current effort? How do I know when
my effort is “in the flesh” or “in the Spirit”? Do I have a sacrificial,
servant’s heart towards my key relationships (:17)?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today.”
Philippians 2:19-30
African Proverb: “If you want to go fast,
go alone. If you want to go far, go
together!” Paul journeyed with a few
brothers, like Timothy and Epaphroditus,
who modeled costly cooperation. List some
qualities of these two men. In what ways
do they illustrate our memory verse (2:34)? How does the shared experience of
accomplishing a mission promote
camaraderie? Do I view this GRIP season as a mission with my
GRIP partner? Can my GRIP partner count on me like Paul counted
on them?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today.”
Philippians 3:1-14
In what do I put my confidence(:3)? What
have I counted loss for the surpassing
worth of knowing Christ? (:8) What is the
present value of the cross in my life? What
desires and goals in life have I been
focusing on lately? (:14)

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Philippians 3:15-21
Who in my life can I identify as an example
to follow after, as they follow after Christ
(:17)? Who is closely looking at my
example? What area of my life is God
wanting to mature so I can better lead and
serve others?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today.”
Philippians 4:1-9
What am I currently anxious about? What
is God calling me to do with my
anxiety(:6)? How does God respond to my
anxiety (:7)? What thoughts tend to
dominate my mind (:8 )? Sow a thought
reap an action. Sow an action, reap a habit.
Sow a habit, reap a character. Sow a
character, reap a destiny (:8-9)! Why is my
thought-life the key to my freedom from, or
enslavement to, worry (2Cor 10:5)?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 1

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Philippians 4:10-23
Where do I sense discontentment in my
own life (:11)? What is Paul’s “secret” to
being content, even as he sat in a
Roman prison (:12-13)? Paul describes the
Philippians financial gift to him as “a
sacrifice acceptable and pleasing to God”
(:18). Can my giving (i.e., finances,
resources, time, etc.) to God be described
as sacrificial and pleasing? How have I
been rich toward others in the past two weeks?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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GRIP Gathering Preparation

Section 1

Word Highlights – Over these past weeks in
God’s Word I especially want to remember and
apply:

Pass On – I expressed the following
truth(s) that God impressed on my heart to
my family and/or GRIP partner:
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Relationship: God
Malachi 1:6-14
As the object of a GREAT rescue, am I giving
God my best? In what ways do my words,
attitude, or actions dishonor God?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 70. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Relationship: Family / Family-Like
1Peter 2:21-25; 3:7-12
According to Jesus’ model and Peter’s
exhortation, what qualities serve as the rail for
all Christ-like relationships?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 72. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Relationship: Family / Family-Like
Joshua 4:1-8; 20-24
Israel is headed into battle, yet what is God
concerned with? How important is “passing on”
the truths of God’s works and character to the
next generation?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 74. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Relationship: Believing Man
1Samuel 23:15-18
What are some practical ways that I can
encourage my GRIP partner in God this
season?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 76. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Relationship: Unbelieving Friend
Romans 9:1-5; 10:1-3
How invested am I in the salvation of my
unsaved friends? What do I learn from Paul’s
example?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 78. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 1 GRIP Growth summary Section 2
After this past week of exploring scripture
related to relationships, in what ways can I
better align myself with God’s high value on the
key relationships in my life?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Resources: My Heart
The core of discipleship is God’s grip on your
heart. The wise man knows his heart. Your heart
encompasses more than you might think at first.
When you consider your heart, think of your
motives, your purity, your personal holiness.
Your heart is also where your dreams, ambitions,
passions are rooted. On the negative side, your
heart is where past hurts, sin habits, shame, and
guilt reside along with other stresses and distractions of this world.
Represented by the thumb on the Key Resources Hand, your heart is
closely related to your relationship with God. In discipleship, the heart
of the matter is the matter of the heart. God has called us to “guard our
heart” to “examine our heart” and to invite the Holy Spirit to “search” it
(Prov 4:23; 1Cor 11:28; Ps 139:23-24; Matt 6:21). We must constantly and
honestly discern the state of our heart. Don’t leave His presence until
He grips your heart. If our heart is holding onto sin, hurts, wrong
thinking, disappointment, guilt, etc we will never be ALL IN regarding
the Key Relationships to which God has called us. What kind of
steward are you of your heart?

Hebrews 3:7-15
How soft is my heart toward God these days? Where is there evidence
of hardening? Do I truly want God to grip my heart?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 80. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Resources: My Time
God has called us to manage our time within the
168 hours He has given us each week. How we
spend or invest that time directly impacts the
health of our relationships. It has been said that if
satan can’t make you bad, he will make you busy.
Being over committed is not only a time
management issue, it is an indicator that we are
doing some things that God has not called nor
commanded us to do. The resulting pressure causes us to often treat
others like projects, instead of people made in God’s image. What kind
of steward are you of your time?

Psalm 39:4-5; Ephesians 5:15-17
Am I presently living life purposively? What evidence is there that I
am living here and now in light of eternity?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 82. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Resources: My Health
Your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit (1Cor
6:19). What an incredible privilege! God has
placed a high priority on the stewardship of our
health. Bringing your best to your relationships
is often a function of feeling energetic or fresh.
A little preventative maintenance on an ongoing
basis will allow you to give your best energy,
instead of leftovers, to the Lord and others.
What kind of steward are you of your health?

Mark 6:30-32; Exodus 31:12-18
Do I value the things that God values when it comes to my health?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 84. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Resources: My Wealth
Rightly managing God’s money is a high priority
in His economy. Bad stewardship opens us up to
much grief, many distractions and unnecessary
burdens. Our goal should not be the American
dream, but God’s desires. How much focus we
put on our material stuff says a lot about us. Do
we hold onto the things of this world lightly?
Does generosity go against the grain of our heart?
What kind of steward are you of your wealth?

Luke 12:13-21; Hebrews 13:5-6
Does my attitude towards money and wealth reflect or negate my
profession of Jesus’ Lordship of my life?

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 86. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 2

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Key Resources: My Vocation
For most men of working age, time spent at work
is their largest time commitment each week. Work
is an ordained blessing from God in a variety of
ways: financial provision, relationships,
satisfaction of using abilities, being a part of a
culture, etc. When this area of your life is out of
alignment with God’s desire for your work, the
ultimate victims are His key relationships.
Stresses related to a disconnect between your job description and your
abilities, overtime work hours, imbalanced priorities, negative work
culture, hard driving bosses, etc will wear you out. And living a life of
“just enough to get by” or “coasting” or “giving leftovers” does not
help you to succeed in your key relationships. And remember, beyond
your paid job, your vocation also includes areas where you serve and
utilize your abilities like volunteer work and ministry. What kind of
steward are you of your vocation?

Psalm 100:2; Romans 7:6; Galatians 5:13;
1Corinthians 12:12-26
Do I have an accurate view of my abilities? Am I known for
esteeming the abilities of others? Does serving put a smile in my
heart? Why or why not

In preparation for your personal retreat, spend three minutes scanning
the questions on page 88. Then, circle 2 questions which really
capture your attention that you will reflect on during your retreat.
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Week 2 GRIP Growth summary Section 2
After this past week of exploring scripture
related to resources, in what ways can I better
align myself with God’s high value on the key
resources in my life?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 2

My Cup Overflows
(Psalm 23:5c)
One of the most famous passages in the Bible
is Psalm 23. At its climax, the psalmist
declares, “my cup overflows” (Ps 23:5c).
Indeed, the whole Christian life is about
overflow: God’s filling of us so we can
overflow to others. Blessed to be a blessing!
Take some moments to observe God’s filling
and his expectation of overflow in the book of
Ephesians.

Ephesians 1:3; 7-8; 18-19; 2:7; 3:17-21; 4:13; 5:18
What “overflow” words jump from the page? How often do I consider
that the benefits of my salvation do not end with me? Who, besides
myself, is currently benefitting from my salvation? How?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 2

My Cup Overflows
(Psalm 23:5c)

Galatians 2:20; John 15:5, 8, 16
When God grips my heart I am overwhelmed
with His grace to me. Words like “lavish”
and “fullness” and “riches” and “rescue”
and “abundance” describe God’s gracious
dealings with me. In response to this great
salvation and fueled by the indwelling
Christ, I am moved to bear much fruit.
Fruit of good works, of godly character, of
sharing the Gospel, of valuing others like
God values them, of humility, of devoted
prayer, of unhurried listening, of gracious life words, of a
commitment to unity. What is the most obvious Gospel fruit in my
life right now?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

My Cup Overflows
(Psalm 23:5c)

2 Corinthians 7:4; 8:1-4; 9:8, 12
From the world’s point of view, material
poverty and affliction are to be avoided. And
yet, these verses describe rich overflow in the
midst of difficult circumstances? How do I
account for this? Have I experienced this in
my life?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Section 2

Week 3

Date: ___________

My Cup Overflows
(Psalm 23:5c)

John 7:37-39
Who is Jesus addressing? What is He
promising? Who do I deeply desire to “get
wet” with God’s overflow in my life this
GRIP season?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Section 2

Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 2

Retreat Summary: Key 3 Action Points
Suggestion: Do this journal day AFTER you have had your
personal retreat.
“...to one who knows the right thing to do and does not do
it, to him it is sin.”
James 4:17
“Why do you call Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I
say?
Luke 6:46
“If you know these things you are blessed if you do them.”
John 13:17
You’ve recently had your personal retreat of extended unhurried time
to listen to your Lord. This journaling day is designed as a way to get
you moving forward on the action points God laid on your heart. As
the verses above remind us, the Christian life involves “doing.” The
grace that saves us is not opposed to our love-motivated efforts to obey.
What 3 action points will I prioritize over the next 4
months to help me move forward in my life? What’s
at stake (i.e. in your relationship it God, your family,
your heart, etc) if I don’t follow-through on this?
Reminder: At least one of my Key3 Action Points
should relate to a family relationship.

1) Action Point:

Why is this important?

2) Action Point:
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Why is this important?

3) Action Point:

Why is this important?

Spend some moments talking to God about these. Ask Him for
success, for vigilance and for perseverance during those times when the
spirit is willing but the flesh is weak.
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GRIP Gathering Preparation

Section 2

The last 3 weeks have been devoted to thinking about your life in
God’s presence and hearing from Him.

Here is what I learned from the experience of
having a retreat…

Here is what I sense God wants to emphasize
in my life this season:
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Ponderisms
If 4 out of 5 people SUFFER from diarrhea...does that
mean that one out of five enjoys it?
If people from Poland are called Poles, then why aren't
people from Holland called Holes?
Do Lipton Tea employees take 'coffee breaks?'
What hair color do they put on the driver's licenses of bald
men?
Why do they put pictures of criminals up in the Post
Office? What are we supposed to do, write to them? Why
don't they just put their pictures on the postage stamps so
the mailmen can look for them while they deliver the mail?
Whatever happened to Preparations A through G?
Healthy is merely the slowest possible rate at which one
can die.
How is it that one careless match can start a forest fire, but
it takes a whole box to start a campfire?
If quizzes are quizzical, what are tests?
If corn oil is made from corn, and vegetable oil is made
from vegetables, then what
is baby oil made from?
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Personal Retreat
“Anyone who belongs to God listens gladly to the words of God.”
John 8:47a

Overview
Your life assignment over these next 3 weeks is to have an extended
time alone with God. The purpose is to slow down and listen to God.
We call it a personal retreat. Find a quiet place in which you can be
uninterrupted for at least 4 hours.
Adore God - Listen to Your Heavenly Father say, “This is my son in
whom I am well pleased” (Mt 3:17) . Remember that God demonstrated
His own love toward you, in that while you were a sinner (helpless,
ungodly, His enemy)…Christ died for you (Rom 5:8)! Savor the reality
that nothing can separate you from the love of God which is in Christ
Jesus your Lord (Rom 8:39). See and believe His promise that He will be
with you always (Mt 28:20). Review the Gospel. In short, allow God to
grip your heart.
Ponder your life - In the midst of this prayerful and “open-hearted”
posture, bring your life before God. “Here’s my life, Lord. Speak into
it.” The prophet Haggai told his people to “consider their ways.”
That’s a good word for this contemporary culture made up of folks
living their lives on auto pilot! We assist you in “considering your
ways” by giving you a grid we call “the HAND”. As you ponder each
finger of the Key Relationship HAND, ask The Lord, “As I abide in
You, what action can I pursue to better align myself with Your desire
for this Key Relationship?” Reflect also on your stewardship of each
finger of the Key Resources HAND. What action can I pursue to
better align myself with Your desire for good stewardship?
Identify Action Points - Take a first pass at identifying a few action
points which you sense God is impressing on your heart. (Action
Points are further described below.) These are actions that will help
you move forward. Have this thought in your mind: “My abiding in
Jesus over the
next 4 months
will fuel my
obedience
toward these 3
Action
Points…”
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Before Your Retreat


Carve out 4-6 hours on your calendar – Perhaps a Saturday
morning, a Sunday afternoon, or taking a half day off during the
work week. Some men rise early on Sunday AM and spend 2
hours with the Lord. Then they go to Sunday worship with their
family, but return home (while their family remains for Sunday
school) for another 2 hours of focused time before lunch with the
family.



Choose a quiet place – Find a comfortable place where you will
be undistracted and uninterrupted out of your normal routine. A
park, library, lake, woods, an empty room at church, etc. There’s a
reason that the word “SILENT” and the word “LISTEN” have the
same letters.



What to Bring - Bible, GRIP Guide, device (optional), pen,
personal journal if you use one.



DO consider fasting a meal so you are reminded of your real
hunger for God. DO get a good night’s sleep the night before. DO
let your family and GRIP partner know when you are planning to
have this retreat so they can be prayerful. DO read the
REFLECTION questions in advance (pages 50-68), highlighting
only 2-3 questions under each finger that you sense you need to
really grapple with during your retreat.



DON’T look at texts, emails, social media during your retreat.
DON’T pack it too full of activity so you aren’t quiet before the
Lord.

Flow for Actual Retreat
There is not one “right way” to have a personal retreat. Remember,
your goal is to hear from God. A suggested agenda follows. You may
end up changing the order, changing time allotments, or changing the
elements. Look at it as an extended time with your best friend! The
rest of the pages in this section are resources to assist you in thinking
about each finger of your Key Relationships HAND and your Key
Resource HAND.

Present Yourself to God (30 mins)
This is a time to remember God’s weightiness in your life. It’s a time
to be really honest with him. It’s a time to express your heart. It’s a
time to give Him full permission to grip your heart. It might include
Bible reading, praying, singing worship songs, confessing, etc
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“Father, increase the sensitivity of my
heart to hear Your Word and to obey Your
will. May my life reflect what is important
to Your heart and may I pursue the things
that You value. Help me meditate on Your
Word and pour out the desires of my heart
in prayer. Grant me insight into what
Action Points You have for my life this
GRIP season. And motivate me by the
depth of Your love and grace. Use this time to cleanse my heart, clarify
my thoughts, and heighten my sense of fellowship with You.”

Evaluate Key Relationships (90 -120 mins)
During the first week of Section 2 journaling in
this Guide, you identified 1 or 2 questions to
ponder per Key Relationship. You should see
your highlighted questions starting on page
70. Choose a “relationship finger” and start
grappling with the question(s) you identified.
Invite God into your thinking. Look up
associated scriptures. Write down some of your
thoughts. Continue this reflection for the next
finger and so on. If one “finger” takes a long time, and you can’t get to
all the fingers, no worries. Remember, the point is to listen to God.

Prayer walk (45 mins)
Why not go for a walk and continue the conversation with Jesus? Try
to be aware of any anxiety or worry or stress. Cast these cares on Him.
Lift up each relationship and entrust that person into God’s hands.

Evaluate Key Resources (60 – 90 mins)
Sometimes our intentions to prioritize our key
relationships are short circuited because we
are not managing our resources well. Where
are you out of balance? How can you
improve your stewardship of these Godgiven resources? You should see your
highlighted resource questions starting on page
80. Again, choose a “resource finger” that you
sense is out of balance in some way and start honestly answering the
question(s) you identified. Invite God into your thinking. Look up
associated scriptures. Write down some of your thoughts. Continue
this reflection for another “resource finger.” For some of these
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resource areas, you may realize that you are right on track. Great! Just
keep on doing what you are doing in that resource area.

Record Action Points (30 mins)
You will have had many ideas during the retreat. Which one or two
ideas do you sense are priorities given to you by God? These are the
action points you will be pursuing during this discipleship season. The
last journaling page in Week 3 of Section 2 is set aside to record your
action points in one place that is easily shareable with your GRIP
partner. The grip.focusedliving.com web app is also uniquely
designed for recording and sharing action points. It is SO MUCH
EASIER to practice accountability with another brother when you have
each other’s action points in a concise form If you and your GRIP
partner enrolled online via grip.focusedliving.com, then your HAND
action points are automatically shared with your GRIP partner.

Note: At least 1 of your Key 3 Action Points should
directly relate to your family relationships.
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Action Points
As we’ve said, a natural outcome of this extended time of retreating
and listening to God will be a few action points for this next season in
your life. Let’s explore a little further, then, the WHAT, WHY, and
HOW of action points.

WHAT is an Action Point?
An Action Point is a specific way to obey God in this season of
discipleship. It helps “put feet on” one or more Biblical commands or
principles. Action points are activities that put you in a position to let
God do His thing in your life. They allow God a better grip on your
life. Action Points will almost always be directly related God’s grip on
one of your key relationships OR God’s grip on one of the areas over
which He has given you stewardship. So, your action point becomes the
answer to this question:
In this season, as I abide in Christ, what action can I pursue
to better align myself with God’s desire for this Key
Relationship or this Key Resource?
If God is truly the heavy-weight (glorious One) in your life, then an
action point sourced in Him will carry the weight of “I would be
disobedient to God if I didn’t pursue this action.” Action Points are
more than “nice ideas” or wishful thinking. If God is putting an action
point on your heart, then He will also provide the internal spiritual
motivation to do it (Phil 2:13; Col 1:29; 1Cor 15:10).
Action Points usually take one of a few forms:
 establish a new pattern (i.e. spiritual discipline, helpful
practice, etc)
 stop an existing pattern (i.e. sin habit, a hindrance (Heb 12:1)
 a one-time action (forgive, apologize, write letter, have a
conversation, read a book, attend a seminar, etc)
The next page lists some “baseline” action points for each of the five
Key Relationships and Key Resources. If you are new to the idea of
action points, this list is a good starting place to consider the rhythms of
your spiritual life. Again, our hope is that you will listen to God as you
pray about what action points you sense He desires for you. Some
men will ADOPT these action points as is. Others will ADAPT them
to make them their own. Others may already have these rhythms in
their life. Therefore, they will REPLACE these baseline action points
with other unique action points they sense God is pressing on their
heart.
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Baseline Action Points
Key Relationships
God  Daily invest enough time alone with God, through Bible
reading and prayer, until He has a good grip on my heart for the day.
Wife  Daily pray for and/or with my wife.
Children  Regularly pass on to my family what God is impressing
on my heart from His Word.
Disciple  Weekly connect (face to face or via phone) with my
discipleship partner for a time of Gospel reminding, mutual
accountability, encouragement, and prayer.
Friend  Identify my next step in walking my friend through the
process of accepting or rejecting Christ. Then take THAT step! (i.e.
Prayer-Care-Share; share testimony, explain Gospel, pray for, listen to, meet a need, have
a shared experience, invite to a wired event, etc).

Key Resources
Heart  Acknowledging that God longs to commune with me in my
heart, I purpose to daily ponder the Gospel and confess my sin so my
heart will stay soft and pure.
Time  Acknowledging that God gave the Sabbath for rest, renewal,
and realignment, each Sabbath I purpose to ______________________
(i.e. unhurriedly think through the priorities of the upcoming week; lead my family in 1
hour of quietness in the house; guard my family from bucket draining activities; etc)

Health  Acknowledging that my physical body is the temple of the
Holy Spirit, I purpose to _________________ (i.e. Get a good night’s rest
every night; Exercise vigorously 3X per week; drink more water; eat with my long-term
health in mind; quit smoking; faithfully rehab an injury; etc)

Wealth  Acknowledging that I am a manager and not the owner of
my wealth, I purpose to ______________________________ (i.e.
establish a budget and joyfully live under it; live generously; give away material things;
be deliberate about getting out of debt; etc)

Vocation - In light of my God-given abilities and passions, I purpose to
help meet the following need in my local church or in my
community:____________________________
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WHY Action Points?
Where does our “doing” fit in to our spiritual life? God deeply desires
for us to press on to maturity, looking more and more like Jesus (1Tim
4:15; Rom 8:29; Phil 2:12-13; 3:13,14; Heb 6:1; 12:1). We have a part in this
transformation towards Christlikeness. We have some work to do.
Dallas Willard has written, “Grace is not opposed to effort, it’s
opposed to earning.” Our “doing”, our effort, is pleasing to God when
it is an outflow of our deep desiring of Him. Action Points are an
expression of obedience fueled by a new desire in us.
Passivity has been a plague on men since Adam. It’s part of our fleshly
DNA. The act of identifying tangible actions and pursuing them with a
desire that God gives, is a path to owning our spiritual life. Action
points force us to focus and to depend on God for his strength.
Now, let’s be careful. God is NOT out to overwhelm you with a long
todo list. That’s what religion is all about – doing a list of things in the
flesh and thinking that God is pleased. God is not impressed with your
long list. And your heart isn’t joyful when your “doing” is sourced in
your flesh. You’ll either quickly become frustrated by your lack of
progress or you will see some early success and become prideful.
Pursuing action points in the flesh never works. Ultimately, true fruit
in our spiritual life comes only from one source: abiding in Jesus
(John 15:1-17, Luke 10:38-42).
Because so many of us are recovering Pharisees, we
highly recommend that you focus on no more than 3
action points (“Key 3”) and experience the sensation
of depending on God for success.
Note: At least 1 of your Key 3 action points should
directly relate to a family (or family-like) relationship.

HOW to Write an Action Point?
When formulating action points, try to make them SMART *

SMART Action Points
S pecific – not fuzzy
M easurable – you know when you are done
A ttainable – possible to do
R elevant - meaningful
T ime Limited – can show progress between meetings
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RECORDING Action Points using the GRIP App
Our grip.focusedliving.com WebApp is specifically designed for you to
record and share you action points with your GRIP partner. The App
allows you to record any number of action points related to your Key
Relationships and Key Resources. However, as men, we can only
focus on a few action points at a time. So, after recording several
action points (perhaps 1 per each of the 10 fingers), tag your “Key 3”
action points that you’ll prioritize this season.
The App allows you to view your GRIP partner’s “Key 3” action
points. So, when you pray for him or when you meet with him for
accountability, open the app 

TAKE ACTION!
Writing down some action points and sharing them with a brother is
important. But the point is to actually DO them! The law of
diminishing intent says the longer you wait to take action, the less
likely you will ever take the action. Therefore, once God puts an action
point on your heart, start moving.

Ready to Retreat?
Now that you have a sense of what a personal retreat might look like,
it’s time for you to go for it! Again, you have freedom to customize
your retreat so that it is most meaningful to you. The twenty pages that
follow give you a way to think about your Key Relationships and your
Key Resources, discussing them with the Lord and journaling some
notes. If you haven’t already, read through the reflection questions for
each “finger” in advance of your actual retreat and choose just 1-2
questions you sense you really need to reflect on during your retreat.
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REST: In six days the Lord made everything…On the
seventh day He rested. ~Exodus 20:11
When I was ten years
old, my mother enrolled
me in piano lessons.
Spending thirty minutes
every afternoon
tethered to a piano
bench was torture. I
hammered the
staccatos. I belabored
the crescendos…But
there was one instruction
in the music I could never obey to my teacher’s
satisfaction. The rest. The zigzagged command to
do nothing. What sense does that make? Why sit at
the piano and pause when you can pound?
“Because,” my teacher patiently explained, “music is
always sweeter after a rest and the notes mean
nothing without the rest.” It didn’t make sense to me
at age ten. But now the words ring with wisdom –
divine wisdom. In stressful times such as these,
taking a break often seems counter intuitive. It is
important to remember that renewal and restoration
quietly before the Lord are not luxuries and should not
be last on your list. They are essential. In the
busyness of life, rest is vital for staying sharp and
effective. Renewal leads to greater creativity and
productivity!
“Come with Me by yourselves to a quiet place and get
some rest.” ~Jesus Christ, Mark 6:31

~Max Lucado, The Applause of Heaven~
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Key Relationship: God
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on your love relationship with
your Father God. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3
questions which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only
those 2-3 questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:2324). Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
 God’s perspective -- Jesus and the Holy Spirit are interceding
for me (Rom 8:26, 34) with the Father. As I picture myself
eavesdropping on that intercession, what specifics do I hear (John
17:9-26)?


Gospel - Have I experienced the Gospel, or have I just been
exposed to the Gospel? Have I dug deep into the treasure chest of
the Gospel(Col 2:3,8,9; Eph 3:8)? Do I live life affected and motivated
by His grace? Do I pass the Gospel on to others? (Eph 1:7,8a; 1Pet
3:18; 1John 4:10; 2Cor 5:21; Acts 13:38-39; Col 1:9-23; Rom 3:21-26)

 Identity – Do I think of myself the way God thinks of me? (Col
2:10; 3:1-4; Eph 1:3-14; 3:8-10); Am I a Master’s man surrendered to
Christ, or a Moral man focused on my works and good deeds?
 Repentance – Is my heart overwhelmed with His holiness (Luk
5:8; 18:9-14; Is 6:1-8) ? Do I go beyond just confessing sin and truly
repent (Luk 19:5-9)? Is my heart soft toward God?
 Character Transformation - When squeezed by adversity,
does the fruit of the Spirit come out in my attitudes, words and
actions (Gal 5:16-26; 1Cor 13:4-7)? What fruit is missing? Where is
there a big gap between my outside persona and my inside reality
and motivations (Mt 23; 2Tim 3:5)? How well does my present level
of spiritual growth match up with how long I have known Jesus?
 Disciplines - Is my attitude toward spiritual discipline one of duty
or delight (Ps 63:1-8; 1Tim 4:7b-8)? Is my diet of God’s Word the right
one for me right now? Do I have a prayer life? Am I looking for
answers to the prayers I pray? How do I spiritually prepare for
each day (Mk 1:35; Ex 33:2)? When I finish my times alone with
God, does God have a good grip on my heart (2Tim 1:12)?
 Led by Spirit - Do I daily experience “keeping in step with the
Spirit” (Gal 5:16-26)? How often do I think about God during the
day?
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 Obedience – Do I respond to God’s Word with a love-motivated
obedience (Jn 14:15,21-24)? Am I committed to God’s will, God’s
way (Dan 3:14-18)? What are some goals I have in my walk with God
over the next six months?
 Faith – Do I trust God to come through for me? Am I experienceing His delivering grace? His sustaining grace (2Cor 12:7-10)? His
empowering grace (Phil 4:13; Phil 2:13; Col 1:29)?
Journal your insights and convictions:

Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Daily invest enough time alone with God, through Bible
reading and prayer, until He has a good grip on my heart for
the day.
 Present myself to God in prayer for 3 minutes at the beginning of
each day.
 Identify and memorize 6 Bible verses related to
_____________that will provide God’s truth to combat the lies I
find myself believing. Rehearse daily and when I am under attack.
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Key Relationship: Family-Like / Wife
Reflection Reflection – Take some time to reflect on your close
family relationship. (If married, reflect on your relationship with
your wife.) Read through the following questions (with your wife, if
possible). Together, highlight 2-3 questions which your heart is
longing to answer. Now, on your retreat, reread only those 2-3
questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24).
Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
 Self-Awareness - What’s it like for this person to live on the
other side of me? Does the current health of this relationship
accurately reflect what I say that I truly value?
 Character - Do I manifest the New Man qualities of compassion,
kindness, humility, gentleness, patience, forgiveness, and love in
this relationship? (Col 3:12-14; Eph 4:2-3,25-32; 1Pet 4:8; 1Cor 13:4-8)
 Love - How am I regularly taking the initiative, acting
sacrificially, and meeting the real needs in this person’s life? (Eph
5:25; 1John 4:10; 1Pet 4:8). Am I a servant leader (Mk 10:42-45)? What
sacrificial “deposits” do I need to make into my wife’s emotional
“bucket”? Am I loving my wife like Christ loved the Church? Do
I tell her verbally and show her through actions (Eph 5:25)? Am I
quick to honor my wife in public (1Pet 3:7)?
 Spiritual leadership – How am I doing at leading my wife
spiritually (Eph 5:23-30)? Do I pray with and for her consistently (Jam
5:16)? Am I passing on what God is showing me during my time
alone with Him (Col 3:16)? How am I helping her come to, and grow
in, Christ? (Eph 5:23-27; 1Pet 3:8)
 Intimacy - Do I know what is on this person’s heart in this season
of life i.e. dreams, desires, hopes, headaches (1Pet 3:7)? How would
I rate the physical, emotional, recreational intimacy in my
marriage?
 Communication - Am I creating the environment where safe,
clear and meaningful communication can happen (Col 3:12-14,19)?
Am I aware of and communicating in her love language (acts of
service, gift giving, physical touch, quality time, words of
affirmation)? When we have conflict, is my gut response to think,
“I’ve been sinned against(Mt 18:21ff)” or is it “I’m the foremost of
sinners(1Tim 1:15)?”
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 Core Issues - What problems are we currently experiencing?
What’s the core of each of those problems? What would Jesus do?
Journal your insights and convictions:

Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Daily pray for and/or with my wife.
 Serve my wife daily by ____________________________
 Set aside and guard time each week for us to share and listen to
each other’s hearts.
 Evaluate our relationship (i.e. go to counselor, marriage seminar,
read book together) and implement two things I learn
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Key Relationship: Family-Like / Kids
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on your close family
relationship. (If a parent, reflect on your relationship with your kids.)
Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3 questions which
your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only those 2-3 questions
and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24). Consider what
the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
 Self-awareness - What’s it like for this person to live on the
other side of me?
 Heart Connection – Do I have a mutual heart connection with
this person? Am I a good listener? How often do I verbally
express my love for, delight with, and pride in? How should I be
praying for this relationship? (Mark 1:11; Ps 127; 2Cor 7:4,16)
 Lead/Raise up – Do I have a 3-generation, 100-year vision for
raising my kids (Ps 78:4-8; Acts 3:13)? Am I living my life in such a
way as to recognize that my priorities, decisions, actions, words,
attitudes and relationships are making an impact for generations to
come? Where have I delegated to my wife, youth pastor, teacher or
coach something about my children’s growth for which I am
primarily responsible? (Eph 6:4; Deut 6:1-9; Job 1:1-5; Mal 4:6; Prov 22:16)
 Discipline – Do I communicate truth and grace as I discipline
(John 1:14; Heb 12:6-11; Prov 13:24)? Do I recognize that “rules without
relationship lead to rebellion and resentment?” Josh McDowell (Luke
15:25-32)

 Spiritual training – Would my kids honestly say that I am the
most godly man they know? Do I desire for my kids to have the
life I have in Christ (Phil4:9; 1Cor 11:1; Heb 13:7)? Do I regularly pass
on what God is showing me in a way that’s meaningful to them
(Col 3:16)? Is conversation about God a normal occurrence in my
home (Deut 6:5-9)? What practical things must I do to help my kids
make their faith their own? (Josh 24:15; Jud 2:10-14)
 Character formation – If character is more caught than taught,
what am I modeling (Eph 4:1-3; 1Tim 3:1-7)? How am I limiting the
world’s influence on my children? (James 1:27b) Do I really
understand where my children are socially, emotionally and
spiritually (Est 2:11)? Is there anything I have learned from my past
or present life which I need to teach them (Ps 78:1-8)?
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 Skills – Are there skills I need to pass on to my kids? (Manners,
work ethic, staying sexually pure, finances, decision making, etc)

Journal your insights and convictions:

Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Regularly pass on to my family what God is impressing on my
heart from His Word.
 Find a way to enter my kids world in order to understand their
thinking and their heart
 Write or update a personalized “legacy letter” to each of my
children to be opened upon my death.
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Key Relationship: Believing Man
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on your relationship with
another Christian brother (i.e. your GRIP partner). Read through the
following questions. Highlight 2-3 questions which your heart is
longing to answer. Now, reread only those 2-3 questions and quietly
let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24). Consider what the Spirit
exposes and be honest before your Lord.
 Benefits/Outcomes – What positive outcomes have I
experienced from past man-to-man relationships? What things
would I like to repeat? What would I change? How might God
change me as I invest in another man (Pr 27:17)? What would
success look like after this season of investment? How am I doing
at modeling “loving like Jesus loved”?
 Qualities/Skills – What qualities have I most appreciated about
the people who have discipled/invested in me? In what areas do I
need further equipping to be a successful disciple/mentor? Do I
qualify as a FATR man (Faithful, Available, Teachable,
Reproducible)? Where’s the evidence? (Phil 2:19-30; Col 4:12; 2Tim
1:16-18)

 Priority – In what tangible ways can I demonstrate my
commitment to the spiritual success of my Christian brother?
What will it cost me to make room in my life for this discipleship
relationship (2Tim 3:10)? When I envision meeting with my brother
on a regular basis, what impressions come to my mind? How does
it make me feel to know I am a priority to someone else?
 Possible Barriers – What has kept me in the past from going
ALL IN with a discipleship relationship? What fears or attitudes
would keep me from being transparent with this man?

Journal your insights and convictions:
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Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Weekly connect (face to face or via phone) with my discipleship
partner for a time of Gospel reminding, mutual accountability,
encouragement, and prayer.
 Daily pray for my Christian brother’s action points, that he would
gain traction and momentum.
 Take a prayer walk once a month for the next 5 months with my
GRIP partner.
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Key Relationship: Unbelieving Friend
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on your relationship with
the unbelieving friend you’d most like to see come to Christ. Read
through the following questions. Highlight 2-3 questions which your
heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only those 2-3 questions and
quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24). Consider what the
Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
 Testimony – Does my life convey Jesus Christ as my supreme
treasure (Col 1:17-18)? Is the Gospel fresh to my soul today,
compelling me to share it with others?
 Person – Who has God sovereignly placed in my life who needs to
hear, and have an opportunity to respond to, the Good News? If I
can’t name one, am I committed to asking God in prayer to open
my eyes to the people around me? What steps can I take to engage
an unbelieving person? (Col 4:2-6)
 Priority – How will I make room in my life to journey with this
person? What will I say “no” to in order to say “yes” to this
person?
 Life of Overflow - Does my walk with God cause others to thirst
after Him? Do I start each day aware that I am God’s ambassador
representing Him and asking, “Who do You want to bless through
me today”?
 Verbal Witness - Am I quick to give God credit for the things he
has done in my life (Ps 66:16; )? What God stories have been written
in my life recently (Mk 5:19-20)? Am I articulate in sharing my
testimony (Col 4:4)? With whom have I shared it recently?
 Barriers - What has prevented me in the past from making
evangelism a priority? What wrong thinking do I currently have
about evangelism?
 Equipping – As I consider the process of leading another person
to Christ, where do I need help? (Prayer, Care, Share) (Col 4:2-6)?
Journal your insights and convictions:
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Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Identify my next step in walking my friend through the process
of accepting or rejecting Christ. Then take THAT step! (i.e.
share testimony, explain Gospel, pray for, listen to, meet a need, have a shared
experience, invite to a wired event, etc).

 Regularly pray for my unbelieving friend’s salvation.
 Write out my testimony and practice sharing it with my GRIP
partner. Then, share it with my friend who is not yet in Christ.
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Key Resources: My Heart
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on the stewardship of your
heart. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3 questions
which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only those 2-3
questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24).
Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord. Does
my careless stewardship in this area negatively impact one or more of
the key relationships God has sovereignly given me?
 Disposition - What words would I use to describe my heart?
Amazed, Angry,
Annoyed, Anxious,
Ashamed, Bitter,
Bored,
Comfortable,
Confused, Content,
Depressed,
Determined,
Disdained,
Disgusted, Eager,
Embarrassed,
Energetic, Envious,

Excited, Foolish,
Frustrated, Furious,
Grieving, Happy,
Hopeful, Hurt,
Inadequate,
Insecure, Inspired,
Irritated, Jealous,
Joyful, Lonely,
Lost, Loving,
Miserable,
Motivated,
Overwhelmed

Peaceful, Proud,
Relieved, Resentful,
Sad, Satisfied,
Scared, Selfconscious, Shocked,
Silly, Stupid,
Suspicious, Tense,
Terrified, Trapped,
Uncomfortable,
Unstable, Worried,
Worthless

 Motives - Am I going through the motions when it comes to my
spiritual life (Rev 3:1)? Am I offering my whole self fully to God (Ps
63:1-8)? Do I care more about what others think than living with
God as my Audience of One (Gal 1:10)? Am I tempted to make
myself look better than I really am (2Tim 3:5)? Do I overwork
because I feel disqualified due to past sin (Col 1:12-14)?
 Blind Spots – All of us have blind spots. Am I willing to let the
Spirit of God and others close to me help me see what I am not
currently seeing? (Ps 139:23-24; Prov 27:6)
 Sin/Temptation – Am I tending my heart like a garden? What
weeds are there that don’t belong? Have I actively avoided
opportunities that tempt me (Matt 5:29-30; 2Tim 2:22; Gen 39:7-12)?
Have I exposed myself to illicit material, people, thoughts? Have I
succumbed in any way to pornography or any other sexual
immorality (1Cor 6:15-20; Heb 13:4)? Do I experience the desire to be
holy and pure? Have I allowed any good thing to become an idol
in my life? Where am I giving satan a foothold (Eph 4:27).
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 Stress – What, if anything, is stressing me out right now? What
saps my energy? Do I find myself sighing a lot? Am I trusting
God’s sovereign provision and protection for my life (Mat 6:25-34;
Hab 3:17-19; Ps 145)? Do I cast my cares on God and experience His
peace? (Phil 4:6-7; 1Pet 5:8)
 Disappointment – Am I discouraged because I have not yet
accomplished a certain goal or achieved a long held dream. Have I
entrusted my ambitions to God?
 Hurts – Am I aware of a root of bitterness from past hurts growing in my heart (Heb 12:15)? Do I have self-protective tendencies
that prevent me from truly giving myself to others?

Journal your insights and convictions:

Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Acknowledging that God longs to commune with me in my
heart, I purpose to daily ponder the Gospel and confess my sin
so my heart will stay soft and pure.
 Seek the help of a Christian counselor to process past wounds or
current besetting sin habits.
 Once a day, get in touch with my heart by taking a short walk and
name my worries, concerns, frustrations, roots of bitterness, etc in
God’s presence.
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Key Resources: My Time
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on the stewardship of your
time. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3 questions
which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only those 2-3
questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:23-24).
Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord. Does
my careless stewardship in this area negatively impact one or more of
the key relationships God has sovereignly given me?
 Calendar – Does my calendar reflect what I say I value? Where
do I see relationships on my calendar? Do I expect too much from
my weekends? How would I spend my time if the Lord were in
charge of it? What priority is conspicuously absent from my
calendar? (Ps 90:12; 1Pet 4:7-8)
 Priorities – When filling our life, we must put the important “big
rocks” in the bucket before adding the less important “little rocks,
gravel, and sand.” What “big rocks” are being neglected because
my life is filled with the lesser priorities of gravel and sand?
Where do I need to say “no” in order to say “yes” to the best?
 Season of Life – In what season of life am I (Eccl 3:1-11)? What
time commitments should I be giving myself to in this season of
life?
 Margin – Marginless living is satan’s victory. Does God get a
busy signal when He calls me? Do I feel guilty when I relax? Do I
enjoy unscheduled “moments” in my day?
 Sabbath – Is God pleased with how I spend the Sabbath? Do
words like “refreshment”, “soul rest”, “unhurried” characterize my
family on Sundays? (Ex 20:8-11; 31:12-18)


Interruptions – When interruptions occur, do I view them as
blocked goals or providential tests (Gen 22:11-12; Mark 10:13-16; 46-52)?
Can I smile at them, or am I irritated and resentful?

Journal your insights and convictions:
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Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Acknowledging that God gave the Sabbath for rest, renewal,
and realignment, each Sabbath I purpose to ________________
(i.e. unhurriedly think through the priorities of the upcoming week; lead my family
in 1 hour of quietness in the house; guard my family from bucket draining
activities; etc)

 Fill out a “Week at a Glance” form and see if what I say I value
really shows up on my schedule each week. Make adjustments.
 For every new opportunity that comes my way in the next 6
months, say “NO” to something before saying “YES” to the new
opportunity.
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Key Resources: My Health
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on the stewardship of your
health. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3
questions which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only
those 2-3 questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:2324). Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
Does my careless stewardship in this area negatively impact one or
more of the key relationships God has sovereignly given me?
 Physical – In what ways does my physical health limit my
energetic investment in relationships? Do my overall habits point
to a healthy future? When was the last time I had a physical at the
doctor’s office?
 Emotional – Do I frequently describe myself with words like
“exhausted” “overwhelmed” or “depleted”? Am I a delight to be
around? What activities sooth my soul? What activities energize
me? When asked “How’s it going?” do I respond with a negative
tone or positively?
 Mental – What “noise” keeps me from hearing the Lord and
others? Do I set aside time to think clearly? Do I set my mind on
the things of the Lord or am I distracted by the world? (Ps 73:16,17;
Phil 4:10; Col 3:1-4)

 Social – What current relationships are bucket-filling for me?
Which ones drain me? (families, couples, individuals)
 Diet – On a scale of 1 to 10, how is my nutrition? (Krispy Kream
vs. organic garden). What one change to my diet must I make?
 Exercise - Am I exercising at least 3X per week for 30 minutes?
Has working out and building my body become an idol?
 Rest – What would need to change for me to sleep 8 hours each
night? Do I feel guilty when I relax? Should I be utilizing naps in
the season of my life?

Journal your insights and convictions below:
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Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Acknowledging that my physical body is the temple of the Holy
Spirit, I purpose to _______________ (i.e. Get a good night’s rest every
night; Exercise vigorously 3X per week; drink more water; eat with my long-term
health in mind; quit smoking; faithfully rehab an injury; schedule a physical; etc)

 Identify a “bucket-filling” activity for my mental and emotional
health and establish this in my calendar.
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Key Resources: My Wealth
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on the stewardship of your
wealth. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3
questions which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only
those 2-3 questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:2324). Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
Does my careless stewardship in this area negatively impact one or
more of the key relationships God has sovereignly given me?
 Money – Do I joyfully live within my means? In what ways do I
find my security in money? Am I content with God’s provision?
(Phil 4:10-19; 1Tim 6:6-19)

 Material Stuff – What evidence is there that my stuff owns me?
How much energy do I expend taking care of or organizing my
stuff? Do I hold onto the things of this world lightly or tightly
(1Cor 7:29-31,35)?
 Save – What is my plan for saving for the future and for
unexpected expenses? Is it working? (Prov 21:20; Gen 41:35-36)
 Tithe – Do I live generously toward God and others (Prov 3:9; 21:26;
Lk 12:21)? Am I tithing faithfully to God? How can I improve my
discipline of giving?
 Budget – Do I have, (and live by), a budget? What is my plan for
getting out from under the weight of debt? Are my spouse and I on
the same page when it comes to the family budget, saving, and
giving? (Prov 21:25; 24:27; 27:23)
 Clutter – Where is physical clutter currently complicating my
family’s life? What can I give away?

Journal your insights and convictions:
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Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 Acknowledging that I am a manager and not the owner of my
wealth, I purpose to __________________________ (i.e. establish
a budget and joyfully live under it; live generously; be deliberate about getting out
of debt; unclutter my house and give things away; etc)

 Sign up and faithfully attend a Financial course (i.e. Dave Ramsey)
 Significantly increase my monthly financial support to a
missionary I already support or support a new missionary.
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Key Resources: My Vocation
Reflection – Take some time to reflect on the stewardship of your
vocation. Read through the following questions. Highlight 2-3
questions which your heart is longing to answer. Now, reread only
those 2-3 questions and quietly let the Spirit search your heart (Ps 139:2324). Consider what the Spirit exposes and be honest before your Lord.
Does my careless stewardship in this area negatively impact one or
more of the key relationships God has sovereignly given me?
 Job/Vocation - Do I have a job? Is it a good fit? Am I using my
gifts and talents? If I have low job satisfaction, what do I attribute
this to? How is God sanctifying me through my job? Do I
understand that being satisfied with God will help me to be
satisfied with my job?
 Gifting – What things come easily and naturally for me? What
am I really good at? What ability has God entrusted to me that
could be a blessing to others (Rom 12:4-8; 1Cor 12-14; 1Pet 4:10-11) ?
Am I operating within my God-given SHAPE?
S = Spiritual gifts
H = Heart / passions
A = Abilities
P = Personality
E = Experience
 Ministry – Do I see my job as a way to glorify God with my
excellence (Col 3:17,23-24)? Do the people at my work gravitate
toward me or away from me (2Cor 2:14-16)?
 Serving – Am I using my spiritual gifts and calling during this
season? Am I doing a few things well, or am I overcommitted and
operating in the flesh? How is my servant attitude? Would others
classify me as “part of the problem” or “part of the solution”? Is
God my audience of One? (Ps 100:2; Mk 10:45)
 Volunteering - Am I involved in my community so I can spread
the aroma of Christ (2Cor 2:14-16)? Wherever I volunteer, am I
dependable and reliable?
 Retirement – What’s my plan for transitioning from my main
career? Have I sought God’s input? Have a written down my
definition of what it looks like for me to finish this life well?
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Journal your insights and convictions:

Father, in light of this time together, I sense Your hands are
gripping my heart to live out the following action point(s) in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
(Create your own or adapt one of these)
 In light of my God-given abilities and passions, I purpose to
help meet the following need in my local church or in my
community:____________________________
 As I seek to glorify God with excellence in my work, I will
improve my current skills by _______________________ (i.e.
seeking a mentor in my company or industry; taking a course; reading a book; etc)

 I know that I am blessed to be a blessing. Over the next four
months, I want to bless my work colleagues by _______________
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Retreat Notes

90 - Retreat

Retreat Notes
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Retreat Notes
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Prospering My Key Relationships
I’ve listened to God during my personal retreat. I’ve received some
action points. At least one of my Key3 Action Points focuses on my
family or family-like relationships. Now it is time to implement my
Key Relationship action point(s) and see that relationship flourish for
Christ’s sake.
The next 6 weeks of journaling are designed to help me really focus on
my Key Relationship(s). Each week of the GRIP Bible reading plan
will highlight a different quality or spiritual discipline. Most journal
days will include several scriptures related to the weekly theme for me
to ponder. But God wants me to do more than just think. He desires
that my life would be more and more characterized by







Valuing others as God values them
A devotion to prayer
Walking in humility
Being quick to Listen
Encouraging others with my Words
Taking the lead as a peace maker

1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week

My personal growth in these qualities will bless all of my Key
Relationships, starting with my family.

93 - Section 3

94 - Section 3

Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 3

Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
(Gen 1:26-27; Eph 1:7)

Valuing Others
Until I appreciate the value God has placed
on me, I cannot properly value, esteem,
honor and respect the people He brings into
my life. All people are infinitely valued by
Him because they are made in His image.
He’s the Creator. He’s the Potter. And we
are His workmanship. In addition, I am told
in the Scriptures that even when I wanted
nothing to do with Him, God demonstrated His incredible love for me
in sending His Son (Rom 5:6-8). The just died for the unjust in order to
bring me into a relationship with God (1Pet 3:18; Eph 1:7). What God
thinks about me is the most important thing about me. I am made in
His image and redeemed by His blood.

Genesis 1:26-27; 2:7; James 3: 8-10; Psalm 139:13-16
All things have been created through Him and for Him. And yet,
humans are the only beings who are said to be made in God’s image
– able to relate to God and to represent God to others. What do I
learn from these verses about my value in God’s eyes?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 3

Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
(Gen 1:26-27; Eph 1:7)

Valuing Others
1Peter 1:17-19; Eph 1:7-8a; Ps
18:19; John 3:16; Luke 15:4-7
Not only does God demonstrate our value in
His eyes by making us in His image, but He
shows us our great worth in that He bought
us with a precious ransom price – the blood
of Jesus, the unblemished lamb. What do I
learn from these verses about my value in God’s eyes?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 3

Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
(Gen 1:26-27; Eph 1:7)

Valuing Others
In light of the incredibly high value God
places on my life - made in His image,
redeemed by His blood - I am moved to
worship Him (Phil 3:8; 2Cor 5:14-15) and value
others in the same manner God values me.
What do I learn from these verses about…
Worshipping God? Phil 3:8; 2Cor 5:14-15

Valuing Others? Phil 1:6-8; Phil 2:3; 1Thes 2:5-8; 1Sam 18:1-4;

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 3

Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
(Gen 1:26-27; Eph 1:7)

Valuing Others
Read through the One Another list
on the facing page. Then, choose
three One another phrases. Write
down the phrase below. Visualize
yourself keeping this command with
the person (people) you identified in
your Key3 Action Point. For each
phrase you chose, ask yourself, What would my obedience to this
command look like if I valued this person as God values him/her?
Write down your thoughts. Then, respond to God in prayer.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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One Anothers
Unity
Be at peace with one another (Mk 9:50)
Don’t grumble among one another (Jn 6:43)
Be of the same mind with one another (Ro 12:16, 15:5)
Accept one another (Ro 15:7)
Wait for one another before beginning the Eucharist (1 Co 11:33)
Don’t bite, devour, and consume one another (Ga 5:15)
Don’t boastfully challenge or envy one another (Ga 5:26).
Gently, patiently tolerate one another (Ep 4:2)
Be kind, tender-hearted, and forgiving to one another (Ep 4:32)
Bear with and forgive one another (Co 3:13)
Seek good for one another, and don’t repay evil for evil (1 Th 5:15)
Don’t complain against one another (Jas 4:11, 5:9)
Confess sins to one another (Jas 5:16)
Love
Love one another (Jn 13:34, 15:12, 17; Ro 13:8; 1 Th 3:12, 4:9; 1 Pe
1:22; 1 Jn 3:11, 4:7, 11; 2 Jn 5)
Through love, serve one another (Ga 5:13)
Tolerate one another in love (Ep 4:2)
Greet one another with a kiss of love (1 Pe 5:14)
Be devoted to one another in love (Ro 12:10)
Humility
Give preference to one another in honor (Ro 12:10)
Regard one another as more important than yourselves (Php 2:3)
Serve one another (Ga 5:13)
Wash one another’s feet (Jn 13:14)
Don’t be haughty: be of the same mind (Ro 12:16)
Be subject to one another (Ep 5:21)
Clothe yourselves in humility toward one another (1 Pe 5:5)
Here’s the rest:
Do not judge one another, and don’t put a stumbling block in a
brother’s way (Ro 14:13)
Greet one another with a kiss (Ro 16:16; 1 Co 16:20; 2 Co 13:12)
Husbands and wives: don’t deprive one another of sex (1 Co 7:5)
Bear one another’s burdens (Ga 6:2)
Speak truth to one another (Ep 4:25)
Don’t lie to one another (Co 3:9)
Comfort one another concerning the resurrection (1 Th 4:18)
Encourage and build up one another (1 Th 5:11)
Stimulate one another to love and good deeds (He 10:24)
Pray for one another (Jas 5:16)
Be hospitable to one another (1 Pe 4:9)
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 3

Made in His Image, Redeemed by His Blood
(Gen 1:26-27; Eph 1:7)

Valuing Others
The qualities we will be highlighting over the next
5 weeks (A devotion to prayer; Walking in
humility; Being quick to Listen; Encouraging
others with our Words; Taking the lead as a peace
maker) are all anchored in highly valuing the
other person.
Take some moments and review the journal pages from this past week.
What is God impressing on my heart? How will my Key Relationships
be blessed if I value them as God values them? In what specific ways
will I show my family their high value to me and to God?

100 - Section 3

Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 3

Devote yourself to prayer
(Col 4:2)

Devotion to Prayer
It’s been said that Prayer is the greatest
expression of faith. As we pray for others,
it’s also one of the greatest expressions of
our love. As a man, God has made us the
head of the household (Eph 5:23; 1Cor 11:3).
God has also designated all believers a
“royal priesthood” (1Pet 2:9). What does a
priest do? He intercedes. Putting our
calling as “head” and “priests” together, we can conclude that Christian
men are called to be priests of their families. God expects us as
husbands and fathers to stand in the gap with our prayers, bringing our
family’s needs and concerns and spiritual health before the Father in
heaven. No man is greater than his prayer life (Luke 5:16).

Col 4:2; 12-13; Eph 6:18-20; 1Pet 4:7; James 5:13-18
What do these passages teach me about God’s call on my life to be a
man of prayer?

What will I pass on? To whom?

101 - Section 3

Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 3

Devote yourself to prayer
(Col 4:2)

Devotion to Prayer
John 14:3; 16:24 (Ask in Jesus’
Name); Matt 6:5-6 (in secret);
Luke 18:1-8; Matt 7:7-11 (Persist);
Mark 1:35; Luke 5;16 (Time and
frequency); Phil 4:6-7 (pray with
thankfulness)
What aspects of the truths taught in these scriptures do I really need
to implement in my prayer life?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 3

Devote yourself to prayer
(Col 4:2)

Devotion to Prayer
Matt 6:7-15
The best way to learn how to pray is to hear
more mature believers pray. There are
many model prayers in scripture. Jesus
taught his disciples the model often referred
to as the Lord’s prayer. After reading and
reflecting on the different components of this prayer, slowly pray this
prayer in my own words.
Bonus: Listen to “A Theology of Prayer in 3 Minutes” by John Piper
on the FLM YouTube channel under “GRIP Fall 2020” playlist.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OssBHX5rSiE

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 3

Devote yourself to prayer
(Col 4:2)

Devotion to Prayer
Col 1:9-14; Eph 1:15-19; 3John
2; Bonus: Acts 4:23-31
Here are some more model prayers. What
do I learn? What aspect or emphasis will
I adopt into my own prayers?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 3

Devote yourself to prayer
(Col 4:2)

Devotion to Prayer
Take some moments and review the journal pages
from this past week. What is God impressing on
my heart? How will my Key Relationships be
blessed if I become the man of prayer God
designed me to be?
What one thing will I do to grow in my prayer life
for (and with) my family this GRIP season?

Stop now and enjoy a season of prayer using the ACTS format:
 Adore God
 Confess my sin
 Thank Him (be specific)
 Supplication (specific requests on behalf of my family)

105 - Section 3

A firefighter was
working on the
engine outside the
Station, when he
noticed a little girl
nearby in a little red
wagon with little
ladders hung off the
sides and a garden
hose tightly coiled in
the middle.
The girl was wearing a firefighter’s helmet.
The wagon was being pulled by her dog and her cat.
The firefighter walked over to take a closer look.
'That sure is a nice fire truck,' the firefighter said with
admiration.
'Thanks,' the girl replied. The firefighter looked a little closer.
The girl had tied the wagon to her dog's collar and to the cat's
testicles.
'Little partner,' the firefighter said, 'I don't want to tell you how
to run your rig, but if you were to tie that rope around the cat's
collar, I think you could go faster. '
The little girl replied thoughtfully, 'You're probably right, but
then I wouldn't have a siren
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 3

The humble Christ lives in me
(Matt 11:28-30; Gal 2:20)

Walking in Humility
The famous African Church Father, St.
Augustine said: “If you ask me what is the
first precept of the Christian religion, I will
answer first, second, and third, Humility.”
Wow! Humility is the soil in which all the
other virtues take root. Without humility, we
don’t stand a chance of ever looking like
Jesus… or being a true blessing to our
family. The essence of humility is the very
mindset of Christ. It’s thinking about myself less and others more.
Unfortunately, humility goes against our nature and the current of our
culture. The antidote to our pride is to allow the humble Christ to live
His life through me (Gal 2:20; Eph 3:17). Like John the Baptist declared,
“He must increase, but I must decrease (John 3:30)”

Phil 2:6-8 (incarnation); Matt 11:28-30 (gentle and humble of
heart); Matt 26:39 (not my will, but Yours) John 13:1-17
(washing disciples feet)
Humility is something you are before it is something you do. Jesus’
true nature was humble. What do I most appreciate about Jesus in
these passages?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 3

The humble Christ lives in me
(Matt 11:28-30; Gal 2:20)

Walking in Humility
Matt 5:3, 5 (poor in spirit); 7:3-5 (log in
your eye); 18:1-4 (like little child); 20:2028 (Lord it over others…not this way among
you.); 23:6-11 (whoever humbles himself
will be exalted); Bonus: Luke 18:9-14
(Pharisee and Tax Collector)
Not only did Jesus walk in humility, he also
taught humility. From this small sampling of Jesus’ teaching on
humility, what are the benefits of humility in God’s economy?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 3

The humble Christ lives in me
(Matt 11:28-30; Gal 2:20)

Walking in Humility
“Everyone who is proud in heart is
an abomination to the LORD.
Prov 16:5
Pride is the opposite of humility. The
essence of Pride is a self focus. How do I
know if I have a pride issue? Stuart Scott, in
his booklet, “From Pride to Humility” lists
30 manifestations of pride on pages 6-10. For your journaling time
today, read through manifestations 1-10 from the list. Don’t worry
about looking up the Scripture passages at this point. Just read through
and ask yourself, “Does this describe me?” (If you find yourself
defensive or quick to rationalize, then it probably DOES describe you
) As you read the list, mark the ones you sense you need to deal
with. Once you have finished reading the list, go back and choose 1 or
2 of the ones you marked. Lookup the corresponding verses and ask
the Holy Spirit to shine His light about this particular manifestation of
pride. Finally, spend some moments confessing, repenting, and talking
to God about these. Use the space below to write your thoughts.
(Note: At the end of the GRIP season, this booklet, “From Pride to
Humility”, may be a useful reading plan for the first month following
this GRIP season. Read it slowly, looking up the verses, and journal
each day. But for these next 3 days, just focus on pages 6-10.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 3

The humble Christ lives in me
(Matt 11:28-30; Gal 2:20)

Walking in Humility
“Pride goes before destruction, and
a haughty spirit before stumbling.
Prov 16:18
Continue through the pride list in the
booklet, “From Pride to Humility” on pages
6-10. For your journaling time today, read
through manifestations 11-20 from the list.
Don’t worry about looking up the Scripture passages at this point. Just
read through these ten marks of pride and ask yourself, “Does this
describe me?” Mark the ones you sense you need to deal with. Then
spend your time on just 1 or 2 of the manifestation that seem to
describe you. Lookup the verses and ask the Holy Spirit to shine His
light. Finally, spend some moments confessing, repenting, and talking
to God about these. Use the space below to write your thoughts.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 3

The humble Christ lives in me
(Matt 11:28-30; Gal 2:20)

Walking in Humility
“Do you see a man wise in his own
eyes? There is more hope for a
fool than for him.” Prov 26:12
Finish working through the pride list in the
booklet, “From Pride to Humility” on pages
6-10. For your journaling time today, read
through manifestations 21-30 from the list.
Mark the ones you sense you need to deal with. Then spend your time
on just 1 or 2 of the manifestation that seem to describe you. Lookup
the verses and ask the Holy Spirit to shine His light. Finally, spend
some moments confessing, repenting, and talking to God about these.
Use the space below to write your thoughts.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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GRIP Gathering Preparation
Word Highlights – What truth (insight, principle, verse) from these 3
themes do I know I need to apply in my Key Relationships?

Valuing Others

Devotion to Prayer

Walking in Humility

Action Point Progress – Over these past
weeks I followed through on the following
actions which God put on my heart to
prioritize.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 4

Be quick to listen, slow to speak
James 1:19

Listen
Last week we looked at Scriptures
related to humility. Humility is a selfforgetfulness that comes from focusing
our lives on Jesus and others, valuing
them as He does. Listening – to God and
to others - naturally flows from
humility. Most of us have experienced
the sensation of someone REALLY
listening to us. It makes us feel affirmed and valued. One of the most
significant ministries we can have among our family is the ministry of
listening! Remember, the word HEART includes the word HEAR.
Connecting to our family’s heart requires us to hear. “Be quick to
listen, slow to speak” (James 1:19).

Deut 6:1-5; Mark 4:3,9, 20; Matt 17:1-8 (esp vs 5) ; John
10:27
Listening to God conditions my ears and my heart to listen well to my
Key Relationships. As I read these passages, notice the priority God
places on listening. Do I have ears to hear?

What will I pass on? To whom?

113 - Section 4

Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 4

Be quick to listen, slow to speak
James 1:19

Listen
1Sam 3:10; Acts 10:33 (Expectantly)
Luke 6:46-49; Gen 22:1-3, 10-12;
(Obediently)
Luke 10:38-42 (Devotedly)
As I read the following passages, notice
the posture of listening to God. What
kind of attitude do I have when I
approach God in His Word?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 4

Be quick to listen, slow to speak
James 1:19

Listen
Prov 17:27,28; 18:13; James
1:19
Listening to God sets our heart in the
right place to listen to others. Would
my family and friends describe me as a
‘good listener’? Explain. Am I
refreshing to be around because I live
out the truths of these passages?

Life Assignment: Sometime over the next 3 days, Practice listening
to a family member for 10 minutes. See details on next page.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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LISTENING EXERCISE
Here’s an exercise to help you practice listening. Overemphasizing
listening will feel awkward at first. But give it a go. Like most things
in life, we improve with practice.
When: 10 minute block in the next 3 days
What: practice listening to one of your family members talk about a
topic of their choice for 10 mins.
How to get started: “I have an assignment for GRIP. We’ve been
learning about listening. My assignment is to listen to a person in our
family for 10 mins. May I listen to you? You can talk about any topic
that would be meaningful to you. Some examples of topics might be:
 something you are really excited about
 Why you love [this] ….( hobby; sports team; movie, etc)
 a decision you are mulling over
 a situation that has annoyed you
 a problem you are facing
 a book or talk or video that has recently impacted you
 a topic you’ve been seeing in your social media
The only rule is that you [the Speaker] have to pause now and then to
let me summarize what I have heard so far.
RULES FOR LISTENER:
 Don’t ask any questions.
 Don’t interrupt.
 Don’t give your opinion or your advice
 Don’t try to solve their problem.
 Don’t share a ‘helpful’ story or experience that relates
 Don’t roll your eyes.
 Don’t frown.
 Don’t correct the facts.
 Don’t prepare a rebuttal in your mind.
Just be present with an attentive look on your face and listen to your
family member’s words. Also listen to what is behind their words, to
their heart (Why is this important to them?) Only open your mouth
to periodically paraphrase what they are saying. For example,

“What I hear you saying is…”
“Sounds like…”
How to End – When your family member is done speaking, ask, “Did
you feel listened to? Why or Why not?”
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 4

Be quick to listen, slow to speak
James 1:19

Listen
1Sam 25:21-26, 32-35 (Abigail and
David);
In the heat of the moment, when
emotions run high, listening often
becomes a last priority. What was at
stake in David’s life if he failed to listen
(:24,35)? What’s at stake in my life if I
fail to listen to my family in these next days and weeks?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 4

Be quick to listen, slow to speak
James 1:19

Listen
Take some moments and review the journal pages
from this past week. What is God impressing on
my heart? How will my Key Relationships be
blessed if I grow in my ability to listen to their
words and to their heart? What was the
experience of listening to my family member for
10 mins like?
What one thing will I do to improve my listening this GRIP season?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 4

Let your speech be with grace
Col 4:6

Speak Life Words
Last week we looked at the
importance and power of listening.
Everyone around us will be blessed
as we grow in our ability to listen
well. This week we transition from
the ears to the power of our tongue.
Proverbs, the collection of principals
for godly living, refers to some
aspect of speech at least 110 times! That kind of emphasis indicates
how valuable our words are to God. “He who guards his mouth and
his tongue, guards his soul from troubles” ( Prov 21:23). “My son, if
your heart is wise, My own heart also will be glad; And my inmost
being will rejoice When your lips speak what is right”(Prov 23:15-16).
The man gripped by God’s heart has a tongue increasingly
characterized by truth and grace.

Prov 18:21; James 3:2-6; Psalm 141:3
Words are powerful – for good and for evil. In what ways do these
verses underline this truth? How would those closest to me describe
my words?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 4

Let your speech be with grace
Col 4:6

Speak Life Words
Eph 4:29; Col 4:6; 1Thes 5:11;
Prov 12:18; 15:1,4; 16:24;
God’s will is a sanctified tongue
used for the building up of others.
As you read the following
Scriptures, what is the Holy Spirit
convincing you of?
Life Assignment: Read the “Practical ways to Apply the Bible’s
teaching on Communication” on the next page. Choose one method
and use it this week.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Practical Ways to Obey God’s teaching on the Tongue
1) “Life words” when we fail
I’m SORRY. I was WRONG. Please FORGIVE me. I LOVE you
Adopted from Chuck Swindoll radio program

2) “Life words” for lifetime encouragement
1. Pay attention – look for positive things
2. Describe the positive you see “You just did…”
3. React with emotion “That makes me feel…”
4. Share an expectation “I believe you are becoming…”
5. Physically touch (i.e. pat on the back, hug)
Adopted from The 7 Laws of a Learner (Bruce Wilkinson, 1992)

3) Speaker Listener Technique
Communicating Safely and Clearly
Rules for Both of You
1. The speaker has the floor
2. Share the floor
3. No problem solving
Rules for the Speaker
1. Speak for yourself
2. Talk in small chunks
3. Stop and let the listener paraphrase
Rules for the Listener
1. Paraphrase what you hear
2. Don’t rebut. Focus on the Speaker’s message.
Adopted from A lasting Promise (Scott Stanley, 1998)

4) Words + Tone + Expression + Body Language
“Real encouragement flows out of a relationship. It is more than
a word now and then; it’s your smile, expression, and very
presence that communicates encouragement…guard your
tongue and your tone. Learn to measure your response against
the excitement on your child’s face.”
Adopted from Growing Kids God’s Way (Gary Ezzo)

5) Messages Only a Father can Give (a 1000 times)
To Son: You have what a takes!
To Daughter: You are beautiful
Taken from a John Eldridge booklet

6) Giving a Daily Blessing
I love you and I’m proud to be your daddy(son, husband, brother)
Adopted from Joe White, Promise Keeper speaker
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 4

Let your speech be with grace
Col 4:6

Speak Life Words
How delightful is a timely
word! Prov 15:23b
The next two days of journaling
will help me apply what I’ve been
learning about the power of my
words. Read the summary on the
facing page about writing a letter to a loved one. I have two journaling
days to complete this. Use the space below as a worksheet to record
some ‘bullets’ of what I may want to communicate. Or, use the space
below to journal about what I am learning about this key relationship.
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Writing a Letter to Your Loved One
When the topic is “words”, most commonly our minds think of the
spoken word. But the power of words is also displayed in the written
form. Over the next two days, we’re creating margin in this journal for
you to write a letter to one of your key family relationships.
What you write about will be personal and will take into account the
relationship you have. It would be fitting and appropriate to express
how highly you value this person and what you have been praying for
this person. The tone of the letter would evidence your commitment to
humility, which is all about emphasizing the other person. The details
of the letter will show how much you’ve been observing and listening.
This is a completely personal assignment. There’s no right way or
wrong way to do it. Here are some questions to ponder to get your
prime your pump:
What are you observing about this person’s life right now?
What do you really appreciate about this person?
How can you encourage them spiritually?
Are there recent accomplishments to highlight?
Does this person need a big dose of hope?
How can you express that you are “for them” and “with them”?
Have you told them of your affection for them? Your pride in them?
Is there something you could say to inspire them into the future?
Is there a Bible verse or two that would bless them in this season?
You get the idea. Just write from the heart and don’t leave big things
unsaid.
The details are completely up to you. Many will choose to type this on
a computer, but you may also feel like writing it out in your own
handwriting. Perhaps it will be helpful to jot some bullet points down
on one journaling day and actually write the letter the next day. Some
may decide that mailing the letter would make it special. Others may
choose to hand deliver it to their family member and allow them to read
it in your presence.
The bottom line of this life assignment is to use your words to bless.
Take your time and let the humble and gentle Christ in you guide your
thoughts.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 4

Let your speech be with grace
Col 4:6

Speak Life Words
Do not withhold good from
those to whom it is due
Prov 3:27a
Continue working on your letter to
your loved one. Decide the best
way to deliver it.
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 4

Let your speech be with grace
Col 4:6

Speak Life Words
“Set a guard, O Lord, over my mouth;
keep watch over the door of my lips”
Psalm 141:3
Take some moments and review the journal pages
from this past week. What is God impressing on
my heart? What did I learn about myself when it
comes to my speech? How will my Key Relationships be blessed if I
become the man whose “speech is always with grace, as though
seasoned with Salt”? What did I learn from the exercise from Day 2 or
from the experience of writing a letter to my family member (Day 3-4)?
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Explaining discipleship to
the next generation….

126 - Section 4

Over the last 5 weeks, we’ve highlighted areas that will enhance our
Key Relationships and glorify God in the process:
1) Learn to Value others like God does
2) Pray for and with my family
3) Walk in humility
4) Listen to my family’s words and heart
5) Speak life words
God longs to see each of us
growing and maturing in these five
areas. He is at work in us, willing
and working for His good pleasure
(Phil 2:13). None of us have arrived.
We are still being sanctified and we
still live in a fallen and broken
world. Consequently, sooner or
later, we will find ourselves in conflict, even with the people we
love. The key question is this: What will I do when I find myself in
conflict? Will I allow my response to be fueled by the Gospel and the
Spirit of unity? Or will I be dominated by my flesh? As one pastor put
it, “I don’t know who you are until I see how you act when you don’t
get what you want.”
This week we will focus on peacemaking principles. We’ll use a
helpful brochure from a ministry called, Relational Wisdom 360. Feel
free to read the whole brochure. Our main focus for the journaling
days this week will be the section on the back two panels of the
brochure entitled, “The Peacemaker’s Pledge.” If you are in any level
of conflict with someone right now, expect God to move in that
situation as you learn and apply His principles of peacemaking!
Conflict is sourced in our sinful nature. As James writes, “You lust and
do not have; so you commit murder” (James 4:2a). When my goal is
blocked, relational conflict is often close at hand. People respond to
conflict in different ways. Some try to avoid and escape. Others want
to go to battle and get the win. Neither of these responses promote the
relationship.
There is another way to respond to conflict– a way fueled by the
Gospel. Like most Kingdom principles, this ‘other way’ feels to us like
an upside down way. What if I could view conflict as an opportunity to
rely on His grace and trust Him for the results? What if I viewed
conflict as a way to bless someone else and to glorify God?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 4

Blessed are the peacemakers
Matt 5:9

Resolve Conflict
Luke 6:27-36; Gal 5:19-26
Who am I in conflict with right
now? In what way have I been
called to a completely different
standard than the world when it
comes to reconciling with people?
How have I been equipped for this? What do I do when I feel the
tension between God’s way and my way?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 4

Blessed are the peacemakers
Matt 5:9

Resolve Conflict
COMMITTED TO GLORIFY
GOD

Psalm 23:3; 37:1-6; Romans
12:1-2,17-21; 1Thes 2:12
The Bible teaches a connection
between my relationship with God and my relationship with the
people He’s put in my life. Why is it important when dealing with
relational conflict that my first move is always vertical? When I get
relationally squeezed, is my first move to God? Why?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 4

Blessed are the peacemakers
Matt 5:9

Resolve Conflict
COMMITTED TO GET THE
LOG OUT OF MY OWN EYE

Matt 7:3-5; 1Tim 1:15;
1John 1:8,9
Each of us has blind spots. God
has given us His Word, His Spirit and His people to help us see them.
How do I utilize these resources to help with my blind spots? Am I
easily offended? Could this be a blind spot for me?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 4

Blessed are the peacemakers
Matt 5:9

Resolve Conflict
COMMITTED TO GENTLY
RESTORE

2Tim 2:24-26; Prov 19:11;
Gal 6:1-2; 1Tim 1:15
Is my ‘bucket’ of grace full and
overflowing? Is it my habit to pour
it out on others who have offended me? How do the qualities I’ve
studied these last 5 weeks contribute to my ability to move forward in
gentleness to restore a relationship (Valuing others like God does ;
prayerfulness; walking in humility; listening to words and heart; and
speaking life words)?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 4

Blessed are the peacemakers
Matt 5:9

Resolve Conflict
COMMITTED TO GO AND BE
RECONCILED

Matt 5:23-24; 6:12; 7:12;
Eph 4:1, 29-32;
With whom am I in conflict right
now? (If the answer is ‘no one,’ then ask my GRIP partner if he is in
conflict with anyone.) Author, Bill Hybells, describes 5 Go’s related
to reconciling and forgiving:
Go
Matt 18:15
Go alone
Matt 18:15
Go to reconcile Matt 18:15
Go now
Matt 5:24
Let it Go
Rom 12:18
Can I envision doing these 5 Go’s for God’s glory and my growth?
Spend some moments in prayer. Ask God to work in me to become a
peacemaker who glorifies Him.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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GRIP Gathering Preparation
Word Highlights – What truth (insight, principle, verse) from these 3
themes do I know I need to apply in my Key Relationships?

Listen

Speak Life Words

Resolve Conflict

Action Point Progress – Over these past
weeks I followed through on the following
actions which God put on my heart to
prioritize.
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12 Reasons Why a Pastor Quit
Attending Sporting Events
1. The coach never came to visit me.
2. Every time I went, they asked for money.
3. The people sitting in my row didn’t seem very friendly.
4. The seats were very hard.
5. The referees made a decision I didn’t agree with.
6. I was sitting with hypocrites—they only came to see
what others were wearing!
7. Some games went into overtime and I was late getting
home.
8. The band played some songs I had never heard before.
9. The games are scheduled on my only day to sleep in and
run errands.
10. My parents took me to too many games when I was
growing up.
11. Since I read a book on sports, I
feel that I know more than the
coaches, anyway.
12. I don’t want to take my children
because I want them to choose for
themselves what sport they like best.
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2 Timothy
For more detailed background information on this, or any, Bible book,
consult a study Bible. You can also view the video from The Bible
Project introducing this Bible book. Go to Focused Living’s YouTube
channel under ‘GRIP FALL 2020’ playlist to view these videos.
Author: This is the second letter the Apostle Paul wrote to his disciple
Timothy. This letter was also written from a Roman prison, just like
Philippians which we read a couple months ago. Paul seems to believe
that he would not be released. (4:6)
Date: This letter can be dated between A.D. 63-67. It is the last letter
that we have record of that was written by Paul.
Audience: Paul wrote this letter to his dear friend, faithful ministry
partner, and disciple, Timothy. Timothy was pastoring the church in
Ephesus at the time.
Purpose: Paul is writing words of encouragement and instruction to his
young disciple. Encouragement to stay focused on Christ, to accept
God’s call on his life, and to embrace the power of Christ working
through Timothy. Instruction to keep preaching the word and to finish
well amidst the darkness of the godless culture around him.
Paul also asked for Timothy to come visit him in Rome before winter,
and to bring his winter coat that he left in Troas, and to also bring the
parchments so Paul could read and study.
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
Scripture Memory: Look up the
following verse(s) in your own Bible. Slowly
read the words a few times. Scan the
surrounding verses to understand the context.
How does this truth apply to me? Try writing
it out from memory. Finally, personalize this
verse by praying it back to God.

2 Timothy 2:22
Now flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith,
love and peace, with those who call on the Lord from a pure
heart.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 1:1-12
Am I creating an environment in my
home that is strengthening the faith of
my family (:5)? God’s Spirit that lives in
me isn’t a spirit of fear(:7). What am I
fearful of? Have I given fear any power
over me? Why is Paul not ashamed of
the gospel or his own personal testimony
(:12)? Do I carry any shame in regards to my personal testimony or
the gospel message?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 1:13-18
Paul reminds Timothy to follow the
patterns (or rhythms) that he taught him
(:13). How am I doing with building
spiritual rhythms in my life? With which
rhythm do I need to put forth more
effort? (Scripture, prayer, memorization,
passing it on, etc.) To whom can I be an “Onesiphorus” (:16) (active
source of encouragement)?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 2:1-13
Paul encourages Timothy to be strong In
Christ. Where am I currently feeling
weak? What promise of who I am IN
CHRIST do I need to remind myself of to
find strength and grace from God today?
Paul reveals 3 powerful and practical
characteristics of a true man of discipleship. A dedicated soldier, a
disciplined athlete, and a determined farmer (:3-6). Where do I find
myself being entangled in “civilian pursuits” (:4)? Is there an area in
my life where I am lacking integrity and not “competing according to
the rules” (:5)? How have I been less than “hard working” when it
comes to my relationship with the Lord?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 1

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 2:14-26
What practice is Paul warning against
because of how it can erode my faith as
well as the faith of others (:14, 16-18, 2223)? Do the words I speak tend to lead
towards quarrelling or towards building
others up in Christ? In which specific
relationship is God urging me to speak words of life versus foolish
words (:23-25)? What is God wanting to cleanse from my life so I can
be a vessel for honorable use (:21-22)?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 3:1-12
Paul foresees a coming godless society
(:1-7). Can I identify any of these godless
actions/attitudes in 2020? How about in
my own life(:5-9)? How have I allowed
“such men” to “enter your household”
through TV, social media, music, etc?
Have I become gullible or uninformed as
to where culture is eroding the foundations of my home? What will I
do to protect my family?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 3:13-17
How does Paul expect me to fight against
the godlessness of our culture (:14-15)?
What is the effect Scripture can have in
my life(:16-17?) Where have I seen God’s
word changing my heart throughout this
season of Grip?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today.”
2 Timothy 4:1-8
Paul continues to emphasize the work of
God’s word in the lives of his people (:2).
How place does God’s Word have as I
engage my family? my church family?
the world? Paul finishes his life well. Am
I on a trajectory to finish my life well with
no excuses and no regrets (:6-7)? (See
also Acts 20:24)
Bonus: View the video “J.I. Packer: In His Own Words” by using the
link below. You will have to type the web address into your browser.

vimeo.com/144676591
J.I. Packer was an influential twentieth century theologian who
happened to pass away as we were creating this GRIP Guide. He was
a man, a Christ follower, who finished well.

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
2 Timothy 4:9-22
Note that on Paul’s heart just before his
execution were PEOPLE! Not programs,
possessions, position or pleasure…but
PEOPLE (17 of them). Who are the key
people God has placed in my life? How
can I pray for them today? Paul was
literally all alone during one of the toughest seasons of his life (:16).
Where did he find his hope and encouragement in that season (:1718)? Where do I see the Lord standing by me and strengthening me
during this season of my life?

What will I pass on? To whom?
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Week 2

Date: ___________

Section 5

“Father, grip my heart today .”
1) Use today to catch up if you find yourself a
bit behind in your reading through 2Timothy.
OR
2) Page back through 2Timothy, this last
communication we have from Paul in the
Bible, and meditate on a couple of the truths
that jumped out during your reading these last two weeks.
OR
3) Sit with your GRIP Guide and Bible open. Page through your
journal with a highlighter in hand, underlining what you sense
God wants to underline for your life.
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2Timothy GRIP Growth Summary
Word Highlights – Over these past weeks
reading in 2Timothy I especially want to
remember and apply:

Pass On – I expressed the following
truth(s) that God impressed on my heart to
my family and/or GRIP partner:

Action Point Progress – Over these past
weeks I followed through on the following
actions which God put on my heart to
prioritize.
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 5

Looking Back: Loving God Better
Matt 22:37-40; John 14:21-24
If I asked Jesus, ‘How is my spiritual growth
most accurately measured?’ what might
He say? What is the relationship
between love and obedience?

How have I obeyed God and lived life His way these past 4 months?
Give two examples.
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Has my attitude toward spiritual disciplines moved from “Duty” toward
“Delight”? Explain

Jesus and the Holy Spirit are interceding for me (Rom 8:26, 34) with the
Father. For what progress in my life this fall are they praising God?
What else?

How have I experienced God gripping my heart?
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 5

Looking Back: Loving Others Better
John 13:35; 1Timothy 4:12, 15
Loving and serving others - out of a heart which is
overwhelmed with God’s love - is the goal of
discipleship. Agree or disagree? Explain

We have emphasized six marks of love this season. Take some
moments to identify any progress I’ve seen, especially related to my
family relationships. Ask one or two of the people closest to me if they
have noticed evidences of these in my life. What did they say?

Valuing others as God values them (Week 1 of Section 3)
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A devotion to praying for others (Week 2 of Section 3)

Walking in humility (Week 3 of Section 3)
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 5

Looking Back: Loving Others Better
Gal 2:20; Col 3:12-14
Who is living in me? Who perfectly
demonstrates the qualities listed in these
verses?

Continue reflecting on the progress I’ve made in incorporating these
marks of love into my life. Ask one or two of the people closest to me
if they have noticed evidences of these in my life. What did they say?

Being quick to Listen (Week 1 of Section 4)
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Verbal Encouragement (Week 2 of Section 4)

Taking the lead as a peace maker (Week 3 of Section 4)
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Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 5

Looking Ahead: My Plan for…
Being in God’s Word
Heb 5:11-14; 1Peter 2:2; Ps 119:9-16
I am responsible for my spiritual growth.
That is to say, I am responsible to put
myself in a position to let God do His thing
in my life. I’m responsible to present
myself to God, to have a soft, teachable, and
responsive heart. The scriptures say that
God is the one who causes my growth (1Cor
3:7; Phil 1:6; Col 2:19). But He desires for me to take ownership of putting
myself in front of His Word where He can grow me. Not being in the
Word is a strategy for no growth.
Over the next couple of months I won’t have the structure of GRIP to
‘tell me where to be in the Word.’ So, What will my Bible reading
plan be? Here are some ideas:


Are there some journaling days in this GRIP Guide I haven’t been
able to get to yet?



Does my local church offer a reading plan?



Maybe I could work through the booklet, “From Pride to
Humility” and look up the scriptures and keep a journal?



Is there a plan on YouVersion Bible app that looks meaningful?



Have the same plan as my GRIP partner? Same plan as my wife?



Is there a topic I need to explore and find out what the Bible has to
say about it?



Maybe I could choose a Bible book and just start reading. And
when God’s Spirit blows, I will slow down and let God speak to
me. The next day, I will pick up where I left off.



Would I be helped by a devotional tool that points me toward
Scripture? Many Focused Living men have found Paul Tripp’s
devotional, New Morning Mercies to be useful this way.
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My Plan for being in God’s Word during the months of
December and January is…

155 - Section 5

Week 3

Date: ___________

Section 5

Looking Ahead: My Plan for…
Action Points and Discipling
Proverbs 16:1-3, 9
This set of discipleship tracks called GRIP is coming
to a conclusion for this season….but my discipleship
continues. “Lord, as I sit before You today and
think about my plan for the next several months,
please speak to me. Rule and overrule in my
deliberations. Help me to own my own journey with
You.

My Key 3 Action Points for the next two months are…
1) Action Point:

Why is this important?

2) Action Point:

Why is this important?
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3) Action Point:

Why is this important?

With whom will I initiate a discipleship relationship for the spring?
(Is my GRIP pairing ready to multiply? Who in my life needs a push?
Encouragement? A set of tracks to run on spiritually? Who’s my man
and what’s my plan? )
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GRIP Gathering Preparation
Come prepared to testify how God
has been working in your life this
season!


What specific ways has God
gripped my heart this season?



What would I share from my
personal evaluation during these
last days of review?



What is my plan over the next two months?
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Section 5

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Key Relationships

Key Resources

grip.focusedliving.com

